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LAS VEGAS OPTIC

TEA THEft FORECAST
Unsettled Weather and
Falling Temperature.

EXCLU8IVB ASSOCIATED

VOL. XXXII.

NO. 310.

THURSDAY,

NOVEMBER

THE LORD STILL LIVES.
Seattle, Wash.. Nov. 9 Lord Shol-tDouglas is in Seattle, perfectly
well. He read in last night's papers
that the body of a New York suicide
had been identified as his, and decided
not to contradict the report. Lord
Sbolto has been conducting a small
cigar business in Seattle under his
own name but seeking to avoid no
toriety.

o

WILL CONTROL

FIRST

THE

LEGISLATURE

NEW STATE OF NEW

OF
MEXICO

Wind Velocity today;
9.000,000

9, 1911.

FIERCE

AMERICAN WINS HONORS.
Oxford,
England, Nov. 9. E. T.
Adams, a Rhodes scholar, from Baylor
University, Waco, TJexas, won the

Mile.

CITY EDITION

FIGHTING

PREVAILS AT
NANKING
REVOLUTIONISTS

a

Little Less Than

LEASED WIFtg TELEGRAPH 8ERVICI

EAST LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO,

REPUBLICANS

THE DAILY MAXIM

The outcome depends largely on the
loyalty of the Manchus, who are dis
heartened because of the attitude of
the government at Peking.
The. women
Foreigners are safe.
and children have left threatened
districts and the Amerioan have
found protecWcjn in the consulate
grounds. The marines and bluejackets have landed from the United
States cruiser New Orleans.

ATTACK
THE
MANCHUS, WHO ARE STRON3-L-

ILLNESS

STARES

AT COURT LIKE

SPECTRE
N.

M.

flRYTE,

TALESMAN,

BE-

Rivalry Among Leaders
COMES ILL AFTER ONE NIGHT
Chang Sha, Province of Hunan,
ENTRENCHED
IN COURT DORMITORY.
1
China, Nov.
(via Shang Hal, Nov.
9.) A condition bordering on anar
hammer and
'"ht throwing event MANY LlVtS LOST BY REBELS chy exists here, owing to the desper- CAUSED QUESTION TO ARISE
ate rivalry of the revolutionary leadconcedes the election of McDonald at the freshr ea'e sports he!d here
THIRIY-FOU- R
Auams Hire-- the hammer 9S
by shout 900, claims the election of today.
ers, who took possession of the city
the ether state officers, in some in- feet, 11 inches, and tost'd the weight THEIR KILLED AND WOUNDED a few days ago. The two mounted WHAT WILL BE DONE IN CASE
REACHED
THE TOTAL
OF
stances, like that of Attorney General 32 feet r?.id two inches. P
SICKNESS OVERCOMES SOME
republican chieftains, Generals Chiao
t
;
OVER ONE THOUSAND
Prank W. Clanoy, bya maojrity of
and Tseng, were murdered by soldiers
OF THE JURORS?
MAFtnC vez PLE JS GUILTY
To the state senate 15 rebnub- today. They had been very jealous
Rdbef1 eirtinez, wno was arreBted
licans and eight democrats are elected
of each other's positions and their
one
with
b" Chief of Police Coles on FOREIGNERS ARE UNMOLESTED quarrel had been take up by their MAY BE A MENTAL IMPRESSION
candidate
doubtful.
For
the
Tuesday
AT
house, 30 republicans havebeen elect- a chargof drunkenness, was tried
followers.
ed with 18 democrats and one still this morning and pleaded
The rebels captured Namtao in the COURT
guilty. SITUATION IN CANTON IS CRITIC
ATTACHES BELIEVE THE
doubtful.
Judge D. R. Murray sentenced him to
Hunan district without bloodshed and
THE
CITY
AL,
TODAY
HAVING
MINDS OF TALESMEN ARE
20 days on the chain gang. Martinez
signaled their victory by releasing
DECLARED INDEPENDENCE
was released Tuesday morning 'on
AFFECTED BY TRIAL.
all the prisoners who had been con
TURKEY BENIES APPEAL bail but became intoxicated ga4n
fined -- there.
the same day and was returned to jail
taang Mai, Nov. 9. Nanking in
Ixs Angeles, Cal., Nov. 9. The
the south and Peking in the north apIn an effort to control the s'tuatlon. spectre of sickness in the
FOR ANY MEDIATION by the police.
Jury box
pear tonight to be the remaining Tan Tuan, the republican governor, confronted the participants in the
strongholds of the Manchus Up to has been proclaimed dictator. But
murder trial again today, and,
the present time foreigners are safe. he is a scholar and not a leader and it was said, might lead to further alPETITION ADDRESSED TO UNITED MRS. GRACE PHILLIPS
Foo Chew, the capital of Fo Kien reported as anxious to escapo the
STATES WAS ONLY TO STOP
terations ln the method of caring for
ATROCITIES.
the jurors.
province was turned over to the reVICTIM OF PNEUMONIA volutionists
UNITED STATES SENATORS WILL BE REPUBLICAN
N. M. Bryte, a talesman
His family has left Chang Sha and
today after little resist
passing his
ance. Wu Hu is likelv t0 capitulate some of the members of the provi first night in the dormitory on the
Washington, Nov. 9. Misconstruction of the appeal made by Turkey to
tonight. The Manchus still hold sional cabinet, including the bead of tenth floor of the Hall of Records, re
the American government for inter- DIED LAST NIGHT AT HER HOME Nanking but they are outnumbered the customs department and the for ported this morning that he was ill
FOLLOWING A i BRIEF ILLNE8S;
isfour to one by the revolutionists, eign minister, have fled. Rioting ani and unable to walk to breakfast He
HcDonald Has Been Elected By ventionof at Tripoli, resulted in the
Indications Are
SURVIVED BY FAMILY.
a statement today by Yous-sou- f
who are awaiting supplies of ammu indiscrimnate fighting are feared and was taken in a street car to a cafe.
suing
While Bryte's slight illness was not
a Small Majority Clancy Led
Ticket for
to the
nition before resuming the attack. the people are streaming
Pacha, the Turkish ambassa
Mrs. Grace Eve Phillips, wife of
held of moment in itself, It has foldor,
no
.
districts.
had
that
The
kMt
country
latter
declaring
Turkey
heavily yesterday
Grand Old
lowed several other cases among the
County Has Elected
wish that the United States should act Fred Phillips, died last night at 11:50 without greatly
Foreign women and children have
damaging the army
corner
at
o'clock
the
home,
Phillips
Turko-ltalian
as mediator to end the
Blue
and today suspended operations. The been ordered to leave Sfang Han and talesmen ln the four weeks that the
Its Entire Ticket and Defeated
of Tenth street and Lincoln avenue,
war.
a similar order has been sent to trial has lasted. The court suggest
a short attack of pneumonia. Americana, German and British have
after
Ballot (Vlore Than Two to One
"The call which the embassy made
landed
Chang Te. Other important cities in ed that It might be due in part to a
marines
to
conprotect the
Mrs. Phillips was taken ill two weeks
mental
on tne wasnington government
on
this
province have joined the revolt, TalesmanImpression, citing the case of
have
not until a short time before sulates where the foreigners
but
ago,
William F. Clark, excused
reNovember 4, had for its object to
but in a)l tAsm the revolutionists are
her death was her condition consid- gathered.
for 111 health, who broke
yesterday
quest the state department to inter- ered serious. Mrs.
the
In 8 hang Hal the situation be- conducting
peace- down
government
Phillips was born
and wept after his release.
vene in order to bring about cessain Rreckenridge, Colo., 29 years ago comes increasingly serious. The Im- fully.
'It's like getting out of jail," he
tion of the atrocities committed by
BonnhiisoiTia will control the first state legislature.
has disappeared
and her entire life had been spent in perial government
"I can't tell you how I felt"
sobbed,
the
children
state
enemy, against women,
Canton Independent
supreme
and the foreign consuls are unable
Republican justices have been elected to the
west.
B. Sexton, a real estate dealer,
the
J.
and the defenseless population of
Hong Kong, Nov. 9. Cantou, the was
eontsituted
court.
Uitil eight years ago she was a res to recognize the self
for cau.se by the state
of Kwang Tung province, and at theaccepted of
Tripoli," said the ambassador. "This ident of
capital
mainTwo republican senators will be elected from New Mexico.
is
government,
which,
however,
,'o, since which time
court today. He was
opening
Oiip
leappeal did not imiHy in any lorm, Las
repvftUcaa attorney general will represent New Mexico la
had been her home. She taining order, except across the riv- the largest cttjr ln China.
accepted yesterday hy the defense,
Vegas
a
as
for
whatever,
request
mediation,
gal matter.
was married to Fred Phillips five er, where the British warehouses are declared its independence at noon making the second man accepted for
s
has been reported in some quarters.
republican,
The lower house of the legislature will be
These were looted this today, when the dragon flag was low- cause by both sides since the flrs.
17. Besides her 'situated.
"Further official denials from the years ago November
there being 34 republicans, 14 democrats and one doubtful seat.
The
local police fled on ered and a salute in honor of the three jurors were sworn in. The
Italian government of the rumors of husband, Mrs. Phillips is survived by morning.
new government was fired.
The senate will be strongly republican, 15 members of tha tparty
two boys, Leroy, aged three years, the approach of the rioters.
other is Chester C. Kenyon, a reputed
atrocities by Italian troops at Tripoli and
18 democrats were successful.
while
but
elected,
been
met
consular
18
The
a
DaviB,.
and
body
capitalist
having
aged
today
months;
Harry
were
New Mexico In
given out during the day through mother and four sisters. Mrs.
To Seize Tien Tslrt
Two more talesmen were accepted
Two republicans have been elected to represent
Phillips' considered the question of landing
the Italian embassy. Three cablegrams
London, Nov. 9. A dispatch from as to cause in the McNamara murder
Mrs. Lydia H. Sullivan, lives marines, but decided that this step
mother,
the national congress at Washington.
from the minister of foreign affairs, in White
Ariz. The sisters are would be unwise at present. They Tien Tsin says that the revolution- trial today. They are: K. B. Sexton,
San Guiliano, were made public by Mrs. W. River,
settle- ists this morning posted manifestos real estate dealer, and Clark McLain,
Mansfield, a resident of Car- announced that the foreign
Marquis Cusani Confalonieri, the am son City, Nev.; Mrs. H. E. Paine, of ment, was
throughout the city declaring their banker. Howard A. Sweeting, a hotel
self
defense
for
prepared
intention of seizing Tien Tsin today manager, was excused because of his
returns bassador.
Mrs. N. A. Gra- and that
must
Grand
revolutionists
the
election
the
senate
Saline,
Texas;
the
In
for
reason
The first of these said:
Both sides still have
to opposition to conviction ln capital
on all sympathizers
be
oi'
Miss
will
Nettle
and
in
order
the
Miami,
maintain
Ariz.,
ham,
neighboring They called
indicate the representation
"I beg your excellency to deny in
cases on circumstantial evidence.
rewear
arm
the
of
white
claiming the first .state election.
band
the
Sullivan, who resides in Las Vegas.
districts, otherwise foreigners must
re- as follows:
Republicans 15; dem- the most absolute and
terms
With three sworn jurors and one
While the figures that have been
emphatic
movement.
The
volutionary
viceroy
mem
Mrs.
a
was
1.
interfere.
Phillips
prominent
ocrats 8; doubtful
unthe alleged Italian cruelties. The Ar ber of the
talesman passed already for
ceived are discouraging it is not
(other
is
still
French
The
consul
obstinate.
Fraternal Brotherhood and
The revolutionists hold the teleThus it will be seen that while the
will discmlltir V.
nf
aha ora
,
l.JIU nnaa
ttll tha
VllO tirlm a rn &itj
likely that the final count
the
I Adieu of the Maccabees, and her graph offices on the lower Yang Tse endeavored, without success, to per- cause, prospects for getting a jury
proouu.y
atrocities against our soldiers."
close the fact that H. O. Bursum has republicans ticket
loss is mourned by many friends. J. and some of the offices have been suade him to leave his yamen, which seemed better than heretofore. It was
of the
head
they have won the
MexNew
of
An official dispatch
denies the
learned today that District Fredericks
been elected governor
.lohnsen & Son have the arrange closed.
Their managers absconded, he has surrounded with his guards. had
state officers, the state legislature statement heretofore made that Genarranged with Indianapolis counis
feared
It
ico but by a small majority.
that desperate fighting
rt.
States senators. In eral Caneva had authorized the troops ments for the funeral in their hands. taking with them what cash they had
sel to act for him with regard to acrt, and two United me
Latest returns from wanta
will
occur
at
this
point.
from
word
the
rela
a;e
awaiting
on hand. The government is report'wuUma,,
to shoot an Arabs, suspected of hav They
where the result of the election in many aisincts
The latest advices from Peking say quiring books and papers of the Intives.
at-ed to be without funds.
district
and
their
elected
judges
ItaiianB.
is
borne
the
armg
state
being
jng
against
each precinct in the
that the situation is quiet there. Re ternational Association of Bridge and
Structural Iron Workers.
it was stated that many of the
rushed as rapidly as possible for the torneys. 12
fugees are still pouring out of the
With
Peking is Excited
precincts still to be heard Ara))s actuallv found with anns ln
rvf the
republican and
A
Niti
cable
from
Chwang,
Peking, Nov. 9. The excitement gates.
from at noon today San Miguel coun- - their possession were deported instead INDIANS PLEAD FOR
democratic state committee's, indicate
the chief port of Manchuria, predicts
., iii'
H fl . Itlir- t'ny
residents
The
is
a. xjuoij'-'tonight.
l
i
growing
BUUWCU
iv.
of
being shot
NORWAY AND SWEDEN
an uprising in Mukden shortly.
that W. C. McDonald, democratic sum of 847. It is j
of tne forbidden city are taking in
expected his maApparently the state department
CUSTOMS
OLD
TRIBAL
nominee, has been elected governor
great qantities of rice and other
jority in this county will reach over has decided to take no action upon
Mr. McDonald's
of New Mexico.
Ship's Crew Murdered
reASK FOR FREE WOOD
hundred
the
behind
stores. Fifteen
ran
Mr.
infantry
900.
Bursum
or
tne
tne
turKish
and
govern
protest
Amoy, China, Nov. 9. The city of Fu
majority will not exceed 1,000
diwhich
of
the
Manchu
First
ticket
and
state
of
the
OKLA
cavalry
a
mainder
itself
with
GOVERNOR
OF
bare
ASK
ment,
THEY
contenting
below
that
down
cut
Chow Is today in the hands of the
is likely to be
vision, who fled from Shi Kia Chung
HOMA TO INTERCEDE FOR
are re will receive majorities of over 1,000, acknowledgment of the receipt of the
After taking it, they WISH TO BE ALLOWED TO IMPORT
revolutionists.
figure when the final returns
of
assassination
after the
it is believed.
THEM IN WASHINGTON.
Geperal
protest.
out
Manchu district.
the
entire
ceived. Frank W. Clancy. repuDiican
wiped
THEIR PRODUCTS UNDER FAWu Lu Cheng, arrived here today
Meanwhile state department off!
There is every indication that the
not
settlements
have
nominee lor attorney general, is
The
foreign
VORED NATION CLAUSE.
and entered the city. The legations
entire county ticket will be elected. rials still are firm in their
Oklahoma City, Okla., Nov. 9
elected by a majority of at least
been disturbed, but fires have broken
fo-- 1
Man
for
all
candidate
tion
the
that
consider
that
the
issue
Fidel
between
hope
Ortiz,
Turkey Smarting under the threat of the In
out in several sections of the native
3,000. Indications are that a majorWashington, Nov. 9. Norway and
for county commissioner, and Dr. M. F. and Italy is one that, concerns Euro dian agent at Segar to abolish the chu dynasty has vanished.
candidates
of
the
its destruction.
republican
threatening
ity
city,
Sweden,
suthrough their diplomatic repfor
nowers
alone.
candidate
Des Marais,
county
pean
willow" and the "gift" dances of the
state offices have been elected, alFu Ohow is one of the most impor- resentative here, have requested the
were
of
who
Further
the
Italian
of
schools,
reports
is
Tsin
Tien
perintendent
Loyal
Cheyenne and Kiowa tribes, a deletant cities in the south, having a United States to grant to them, under
though Mr. Clancy ran far ahead of
behind tilio ticket troops In repulsing the Turkish
Tien Tsin, Nov. 9. All was quiet
of Indians, headed by Chief
gation
the rest of the ticket and there is running slightly
tacks on Tripoli were reported to the Cloud and Chief Washee, has success- here at 3 o'clock this afternoon. The population of 700,000. It is the seat the favored nations clause of their
some doubt as to the final outcome.
of a naval arsenal, government ship treaties, the same privileges given to
At midnight last night the weary embassy today. It was reported that fully pleaded with Governor Crnce to city has not yet gone over to the
The democrats are making claim to
yards, a mint, a school of navigation Canada by Section 2 of the reciprocmade
of
a
Italian
East
in
29,
Precinct
clerks
squadron
cavalry
and
intervene in their behalf at Washing- revolutionists.
the entire state ticket but they have judges
and a large dry dock.
ity agreement by which wood pulp
canLas Vegas, completed' their task of a night attack and captured two
ton.
no figures upon which to base their
is quiet today but and print paper are admitted free of
The
population
non
a
and
ammunition
of
various
the
votes
for
quantity
counting the
The dances date from the time the
Revolutionists Await Ammunition
assertions.
a serious state of affairs is threaten duty in the United States.
candidates. The result showed that As to the reported recapture of Derna Indians roamed the plains and the red
belief
Nanking, Nov. 9. The Manchus ed, owing to the scarcity of provisions.
the
reason
fof
There is every
the
Italian
the
Turks,
in
dispatches men are loath to give them up. They and revolutionists rested on their
this precinct by
McDonald's majority
Most of the city's supply junks were WOODROW WILSON ENDORSED
that the first state legislature will was 198, which !s almost exactly the state that "Everything is in order at pooh-poo- h
the idea that the gather- arms today. The loyal troops still
s
republican as reports estimate
be
captured by pirates in a spectacular
that
point."
Trenton, N. J., Nov. 9. The dem
placed upon it yesterday by
ings on occasions of this character
from the various counties show that the watchers at the polling place.
American Consul John C. Wood lead to trouble and declare that a hold Purple Mountain, the city's raid yesterday, the entire crew of the ocratic state committee of New Jer
the republican legislative ticket has It la expected that all of the re- at Tripoli, today reported the city in fair measure of the white man's lib- stronghold. The besiegers are await ship being massacred.
sey today endorsed Governor Wood-roing ammunition from Shang Hal. In
The American cruiser Albany ar
been elected in many instances. This turns will be in by tomorrow at an extremely unsanitary condition. He
Wilson for the democratic nom
denied them.
is
erty
being
revolutionists
yesterday's fighting the
a Japanese ination for
will insure the election of two repub- which time The Optic will publish the advised the state department that he
"willow" dance, they said, is lost 1,000 killed and wounded. The rived here together with
The
president.
licans as United States senators from result of the election in each of did not desire to avail himself of the
destroyer.
when some brave decides to Manchus were
given
strongly entrenched
It Is believed that the
A revolt of troops in the village of
refuse offered by the cruiser Chester, consecrate himself to certain service
New Mexico.
precincts in this county.
reguns and am- An Hal, 50 miles north of this city,
which arrived yesterday and sailed to the tribe, and it lasts about two and had six three-incGeorge Curry and Elfego Baca,
HOWARD PYLE, AUTHOR, DEAD
ple ammunition. Toward night the is causing trouble there. The sol
almost immediately for Marseilles.
publican candidates for the nationDemocratic Majorities Cut.
days. Only the men participate, paint"
Florence, Nov. 9. Howard Pyle,
who
attacked
had
have
invaders,
prema diers have burned the magistrate's
al house of representatives
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 9. A. A.
lng their bodies as was the ancient turely, rap short of powder and,
58, the American artist
and
aged
Is
vote
customs
the
been elected although
yamen and the provincial
Word has been received from Albu custom. There is the usual feast at
Jones, democratic state chairman, this
faildied
here
cf
heart
author,
today
though desultory firing continued house.
close.
afternoon claimed the election of the querque stating that the condition of its conclusion.
ure.
was
the
little
night,
damage
through
From reliable sources in Santa Fe democratic candidate for governor Engineer James Crystal, who was inThe "gift" dance Is participated ln
done on either side.
HEAD OF A. P. A. DEAD
collision by several tribes and the squaws, as
it was learned this afternoon that and the democratic candidates for the jured Saturday in a head-o9.
Nov.
revolutionists
The
outnumber
kIonel
far
Iowa,
COLD WAVE 14 DAKOTAS.
Clinton,
are
represenwill
be
take
following
well
as
the
court
of
of
the
the
and
4,000
men,
south
part. They
there
supreme
Gallup, is greatly Improved
by
Dead wood, P. I).. Nov. 9. A cold
tation in the lower house of the first rest of the state ticket by 2,000. But At first- it was reported that he had garbed ln their best and the dn:ice ed the imperialists and are being ra Henry Francis Bowers, founder and
state Ieglslaature, as it appears from the latest returns are cutting down been fatally Injured but the danger Is a pretty custom, guests being load- pidly reinforced. Today they total for six years president of the Ameri- wave hit western South Dakota today,
the face of tne returns: Republicans the democratic majorities and the re- point has been passed and he is rap ed with presents as evidence of true ed approximately 25,000 men. Oppos- can. Protective assooiatin, died to the temperature dropped to zero.
Snow Is falling.
Indian hospitality.
ing them are about 6,000 Manchus day, aged 74.
publican state committee, while it idly improving.
34; democrats 14; doubtful, 1.
.

HAVE ELECTED

MEMBERS OF LOWER HOUSE;

LEAST FIFTEEN SENATORS

State Officers Have

All Been Elected

By Majority Which, Though Close,

Insures Republican Government

That

the

PartyTh's

the
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POETS ENGAGE IN

NEW YORK PEOPLE

He reserved it to the woman to uplift
his lust to love.

A BATTLE OF

HAVE METAL

he ordered that the mother of the
children of her womb
Should dare her death by travail and
fight til crack of doom,
He ordained that by that Impulse still INHALING CITY DUST HAS GIVEN
the purest and the best.
THEIR BREATHING APPARShe should gather all that suffer In
ATUS NEW LINING
her pity to her breast.
II

VERSES
HALL CAINE ANSWERS KIPLING'S
ATTACK ON WOMAN'S SUFFRAGE IN POEM.
London, Nov.

He provided that for woman his work
,
should be his joy.
If he dowered the man with passions
which the grosser instincts move,

LUNGS

Hall Calne hag

ment of nearly $1,000,000.
Its existence is due to the belief of one man
that it is more economical to move
the plant to the raw product than to
bring the raw product to the plant,
at least In this particular field. Accordingly instead of erecting a factory on land for the reduction of fish
g
facto oil and fish scrap, a
tory was built which follows the fish
up and down the coast The novel
factory which steams under its own
power is equipped with Immense
screw presses, great steam cooking
vats and on each side a huge electrical conveyor to scoop the fish out of
the holds of the fishing steamers to
the traveling belts that takes them on
until the process is completed. All
o fthe machinery is operated by electricity, furnished by three generators. There are tanks aboard that
will hold 750,000 gallons of fish oil
The holds will accommodate 4,v)00
barrels of fish awaiting treatment,
and the plant will care for 10,000
barrels of fish in a day. So far this
strange factory, which pays no rent,
has proved a great success.
sea-goin-

SILKS AND
THE NEW FALL DRESS GOODS,
TRIMMINGS ARE HERE
Patterns and Colors
Splendid A&regation of the Latest
.
Wear.
Especially Designed for Correct Autumn
A

on all matters
The woman who makes it a point to be well posted
much to see and admire
pertaining to fashion developments will find
weaves and shades in Auamong this varied assortment of the newest
tumn's choicest silks and dress goods.
we have
From America's as well as from the foremost foreign looms
assembled for your selection the best productions of the most dependable
mills. You can't go wrong here as to style or quality or price we've
chosen too carefully and from too reliable sources to permit of any

new record
be set next
transportation
week when the richest train in the
hand;
Kipling's recent poem, "The Female
history of this country or rather
which
to
Nature
in
toll
pangs
of the Species."
The Kipling uoera Paying
five of them each made up of nine
no man may understand;
was a rhymed attack on woman suffnew from the shops pull out
cars
who
made
God
from
Dauntless
jthe
rage, the refrain of which ran, "For
from
this city carrying one thousand
her without fear to draw her
the female of the species is more
bankers
and guests to the thirty-sixtbreath,
The Hall
deadly than the male."
first convention of the American Bankers
and
the
weak
Savior
of
helpless
Calue answer follows:
mistake or dissatisfaction.
association to be held in New Orat birth and last at deatn.
When the Ixrl of creation gave the
leans. At the same time similar
And, what we have said about the new silks and dress goods applies
woman to the man,
Lord created woman she trains will leave from many other ciIn that blest bud, brief existence ere Since the
with equal force to our dress trimming stock. Samples of any sent on
ties throughout the oeuntry. Those
became a living soul
the rule of ill began,
the old earth's burthen, trains will be the richest in more
request.
Then he knew that of her conduct, Hers has been
senses than one. The wealth whicn
on age from pole to pole.
age
Choose now while everything is in
whether innocent or frail,
While horse thieves now are genthe conflict, hers the conquest, will be represented by their passenThat the female of the specieB would Hershers
In
to
fiction
live
your favor from the standpoint
only
the flag of life unfurled,
gers at a conservative estimate will erally supposed
be scapegoat to the male.
of variety,
Hers the sorrow, hers the suffering, amount to more than $2,000,000,000. and the early history of the west.
quality and price.
the love that moves the In richness of equipment they will the facS has just been brought to
hers
When he banished them from Eden
in
the crushed
Newest Silk Waist Patterns
50 inch Cream White Storm
world.
far surpass anything ever attempted light hee that New York is the
Serge of excelfor the sin that each had wrought,
in the line of luxurious travel. Prac greatest center of horsestealing that
and
lent
for
finish,
quality
extremely
popular
And the flaming sword of vengeance
jewel, Roman stripe and fancy effects, all ex
So active
should man, the
tically every feature of the most mod-- t the country' has know
sealed the fate that both had Therefore, why he chooses to
suits
and
dresses, per yard
$1.50
$4.50 to $6.00
clusive patterns
confer, rn hotel will be present. There will are the horse thieves here and so
when
Bought,
"""56 inch Reversible Suitings in exclusive
patanis
fool and coward, only be barber
there
tha
common
thefts
Welcome
the
every
and
shops and baths, valets
Then he knew throughout the ages,
terns and newest color combinations, per
pat- close the door on her?
Exclusive Silk dresspat terns in one and two col
maids, stenographic, telephone and gry talk of a return to the punishlong as man should tell the tale, Room,
counroom within your
out
the
in
was
meted
sires,
ment
which
or
course
tern
telegraphic service, and
or effects, either plain or fancy $12.50 to $14.50
$9.00 to 3113.50
That the female of the species would
cils, bare your foreheads if you tickers, which will not only keep the western states for this offense half a
36 inch French Batiste In all the new and desbe temptress to the male.
can.
travelers In touch with the financial century ago. Not only are horses
irable evening shades, also staple colors, per
Crepe de Chine in white, black and colors,
For behold, without your portal stands world but carry the returns from taken in broad daylight but also the
When he cast his children from him
man!
of
the
the mother
ideal for fancy waists and evening wear $1.25
50c
yard
football games and news of the world vehicles to which they are attached.
and by primal earthly vow
are apparently organized
in general.
Doomed their seed to eat their
Banquets and entertain There
in the sweat of blood and
Kipling's poem, "The Female of the ments and concerts will be features bands of horse and wagon stealers
Species, a Study in Natural History," and the train will be equipped with and there seems to be little risk once
brow,
In this property "comes into their possesThen he knew where paths were printed in the Ladies' Home Journal, pianos and talking machines.
reddest down the line of labor's points out that among beasts, reptiles spite of the luxurious appointments sion. One local grocer has had horsand savag j races it is the female that the trip is by no means a pleasure es and wagons stolen eight times
trail,
There the female of the species would is most to be feared. The male bear jaunt since the convention will de- within the last few months involving
be slavemate to the male.
may sometimes be turned aside by a vote itself to one of the most Impor- in each case a loss of from $400 to
shout, but the female never flees. The tant subjects before the country to- $500. Recently a horse fastened in
When he dowered the man with pas- male cobra wriggles away, but the fe day, that is, the most desirable re- front of a store in a crowded street
sions, when he formed him from male remains and strikes. The male form of the country's banking sys- was taken by a thief who simply led
1Q6&
savage is susceptible to reason, "jut tem for the
the dust,
of providing a biro for a few blocks before making
purpose
With its wilderness of instincts, with the female is unforgiving, which leads more elastic
currency in the place of off In sight of hundreds of persons.
Its lava stream of lust,
Kipling to the conclusion:
g
the present
system. There Is little difficulty In disposing
Then he knew that In the whirlwird of So it comes that Man, the coward, This is to be the
he'd found the pup, and she handed tossed yesterday.
Genevieve."
He
only subject consid- of the horses and wagons, most of
when he gathers to confer
his manhood's wasteful gale,
New
cO
him $50. The two divided even.
said: "I don't know any Genevieve."
will be them being driven either
ered
and
convention
the
it
by
does
in
fel'ow
braves
his
council,
With
the1
of
Still the female
species would
discussed from all angles by expert Jersey or Long Island. There the
All the time I was getting on to the Two other chaps began to laugh at
not leave a place for her
be subject to the male.
and sold, while
are
all
wagons
repainted
of
authorities
the
from
little
parts
graft. We had plenty of it. The him about the notes he got from girls,
Where, at war with Life and Conare
horses
the
preparatory
disguised
statement
to
the
was that it wasn't big; and I sneaked off to the grandstand.
trouble
country.
According
only
science, he uplifts his erring
When he ordered that the woman,
;s
So
is
t,.
to
It's an old trick that ball grounds
their
cleverly
Banof
disposal.
made
the
one
In
the
at
but
headquarters
way it was like the real
hands
.
both as mother and as wife
I s'pose the boys are still at It
fake.
work done that one dealer recently
kers'
association
members
were
its
two
There
honest
here,
thing.
kinds,
of
Justice
some
Abstract
God
Should obey her law of being as the To
team
a
and
The
wagon
luckiest job was a gambling
im
are
an
purchased
actually
about
to
anxious
I
sense
and
dishonest
had
bring
graft
which no woman understands.
vehicle of lite.
which had been stolen from him.
house call. Somebody at the roulette
in
to
the
steer
out
provement
close.
I
country's
banking
enough
figured
Then he suffered it to happen lest the
system that will make it more useful The horses had been cleverly dyed,
that dishonesty was dangerous when I wheels or faro bank was always want-la- g
generations fall.
to send a boy for sandwiches or
to the general body of customers and but certain peculiarities led to a clossaw a boy get fired for tearing up a
MISSOURI STATE TEACHERS.
That the female of the species might
from the interest which business men er investigation which proved that YOUNG BUTTONS TELLS HOW HE telegram and taking the money.
drinks. Buying ham sandwiches for
be "deadlier" than the male.
Hannibal, Mo., Nov. 9. Hannibal
over the country are taking in the purchaser hadue&pught his own
ACQUIRES KNOWLEDGE OF
Every messenger knows all about five cents and charging 25 cents for
capitulated today to an army of teach- all
this
matter it Is likely that the dellb property. The irate oimer and purbaseball. There had to be big doings 'em was a cinch. When a man's throwBut when the Lord of all creation gave ers who invaded the city from every
TRICKS OF TRADE.
the woman to the man
somewhere else to keep us away from ing away quarters or dollars on the
direction for the annual convention of erations at New Orleans will be chaser is now attempting to organize
In that blest but brief existence ere the Missouri State Teachers' asso closely watched. After the conven vigilance committees.
a good game If we could get to It by red and black he don't stop to bother
I Wasn't hunting for graft when I
the root of 111 began,
hook or crook.
ciation. The visitors will remain in tion many of the bankers will visit
We didn't want to about the boy's price.
And often I was sent from the gamThat even marriage has been com- got a job as messenger boy. Learning
Then he willed It that if sharing in the city until the end of the week. the Panama Canal on four brand new
admission of course; so we
pay
man's fault and In his fate
Tl:e program provides for general ses- steamships. Altogether It is not like mercialized here and made the basis the inside game came later. If a slipped in free by writing out tele- bling joints to get champagne.
In
one of the big hotels there was a stewShe should therefore be his equal and sions each morning and evening, with ly that such an example of luxurious of a profitable if novel business was youngster knows how to read, they grams for the players.
ard who was in cahoots with the mesthe partner in his state.
numerous department conferences in travel will be seen for some time to brought to light this week as a don't ask too many questions at the
"Message for Mathewson!" was all
result of a queer suit arising from company's employment bureau. I filled we needed to
sengers. He sold us the wine for
the afternoons. Dr. John W. Withers come.
yell at the gate.
$2.70 a bottle and made out a bill
Not to gobern or cajole him, not to or st. lyouis is presiaing ana among
the desire of an anxious couple to be out a blank. They sent a postal to
Or sometimes a cheeky kid would for $4. He
to see if I really lived
court or speak him smooth,
was agent for a big liquor
the distinguished educators on the
That the residents of New York united without delay. In Jersey City my address
house. I don't know how much of a
Not to spare or to enslave him, but to program for addresses are President are rapidly developing into a new which is the Gretna Green of Man- there. The return coupon came back holler. "Telegram for Muggsy
all right and that was all there was to
rakeoff he got, but I've pulled a $15.60
A Ross Hill of the University of Mis- secies of human
cheer, inspire and soothe;
beings equipped hattan, there are, it seems, a number it. I was measured
The ticket man would pass us right profit on a dozen
a
for
uniform
Not his temptress, not his slavemate, souri, Prof. Frank McMurry of Co- with metal
or
a
of
make
business
who
persons
bottles in one night.
lungs is the startling
not his subject, not his squaw,
lumbia University, Prof. H. Judd of statement just made by experts on making marriage easy. All of them and put to work in the district nearest in generally. If he sent somebody
The fly cops were hanging around
we
home.
us
with
had the bogus telegram
They always put you near
Put his helpmeet and his angel by the the University of Chicago, Prof. L. H. air and sanitation. More than 300 are ready to lead couples who wish my
home unless you are old enough to ready to flash. I remember writing outside a gambling house, sometimes,
right of God's own law.
Bailey of Cornell University, Prof. W. tons of pulverized steel and iron, they to be married to the nearest alderknow the district where the demand one for a pitcher who was a regular looking for evidence. That was when
C. Bagley of the University of Illinois,
assert, is ground off every month by man or other official empowered to for
matinee fellow with the petticoats. I a reform wave had strucK the police.
messengers is heaviest.
If he cursed the man with labor, as and John S. Collins, assistant super- the
swiftly moving vehicles of trans- perform the marriage ceremony. For
From
I
the
the human lot's alloy,
start
heard
intendent of Instruction of St. Louis.
the
big gave It to him, and he read what I
portation and by iron workers, the such service they are accustomed to
had written.
"Beautiful game you
(Continued on page Seven)
tell
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they
one-half
which
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of
greater part of which is drawn into receive
All
of
were
them
after
"the
stray
the lungs of the city's inhabitant bridegroom chooses to give whicn
coin." Besides us, the world was
of
source
in
a
to
Invesremain
proves
very
there
profitable
permanently.
BETTER FOR MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN THAN CASTOR
filled with two classes of people the
OIL,
tigation shows thaf the elevated come. Recently, however, an enxious ones that were
SALTS. OR PILLS, AS IT SWEETENS AND CLEANSES THE SYSTEM MORE EFFICIENTLY
easy and the others.
AND
to
railroads and the subways wear couple were unfortunate enouRh.
13 FAR MORE PLEASANT TO TAKE.
The easy ones ran about 99 to one. I
in
become
the
the city hall,
separated
away iron at the enormous rate of
soon discovered that a messenger boy
to fall into the hands
nearly two tons a mile a month. groom
who couldn't cret the best of the 99
SYfflJPfFlGS-HXIRfSEN- NA
The trolleys chip off steel and iron of one "marriage made easy" broke
his job. I found out
ought to
at the rate of about one ton for ev and the bride into the hands of a riv that there quit
IS THE IDEAL FAMILY LAXATIVE, AS
were as many ways of doery ten miles of road, the citizens, al. As a result each broker refused ing the public as there were
li UlVfcS SATISFACTION TO ALL, IS
days in
ALWAYS BENEFICIAL IN ITS EFFECTS
through the wear and tear on their to allow his client to be married by the year and a few more. The older
AND PERFECTLY SAFE AT ALL TIMES.
shoes, leave nearly twenty tons of the official of his rival, resulting in boys knew most of
them; we begin
metal in the streets, while the 100 complications which led to all sorts ners
picked them up as fast as we
000 horses which it is figured are at of charges and counter charges and could.
work daily, lose about, 60 tons from culminated in a suit for damages. So
CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.
While we were learning we wasted
their 400,000 shoes that are pound far as can be discovered the only
in tfte Circle,
a
lot of time on fool jobs that we
ing and scraping on the pavement all charge against either agent is '.lie
on evGrij Package of the Genuine.
didn't
have sense enough to work
of
day long. More than 50,000 wagons larceny of a wedding as a charge
of the first calls I answered
.
$
and private vehicles, having 200,000 IMdnaping is out of the question. But right. One
was from a western mining man. He
iron tired wheels add about five tons the unique business of marriage brok
ALL RELIABLE DRUGGISTS
SELL THE ORIGINAL
AND
made me sit up all night and watch a
to the dust storm, while the workings erage is likely to suffer something of
GENUINE WHEN CALLED FOR, ALTHOUGH THEY COULD
wad of money in his hotel room; he
MAKE A LARGER PROFIT BY SELLING INFERIOR PREPARA.
of the iron foundries all around the a collapse.
was afraid to go to sleep unless some
TIONS, YET THEY PREFER TO SELL THE GENUINE, BECAUSE
will
contribute about twenty tons
city
one had an eye on his pocketbook. I
IT IS RIGHT TO DO SO AND FOR THE GOOD OF THEIR
more. Twenty tons Is contributed to GOLF TOURNEY AT LAKEWOOD
managed to get a nap or two, but he
CUSTOMERS.
WHEN IN NEED OF MEDICINES,
9.
anSUCH
The
the cloud of metallic dust by the
Lakewood, N. J., Nov.
didn't know it. In the morning he
Contains six per f ilii'lsl
DRUGGISTS ARE THE ONES TO DEAL WITH, AS YOUR
nails which wear out every nual fail golf tournament of the Coun.N.L"f ,co"OL J
Warmth is essential to comtipped me $1. When I went back to
JJFE OR HEALTH MAY AT SOME TIME DEPEND UPON
ijjjjtt month in the heels of the shoes worn try Club of Lakewood began today the
office a big boy handed me a stiff
THEIR SKILL AND RELIABILITY
fort.
As you grow older,
is
will
of
end
the
continue until the
by Father Knickerbocker's
family. and
j iPjil
one on the ear and said I was no good.
WHEN BUYING
At present, therefore, New Yorkers week.
hardly less essential
.j5j.SJS3f,,i
health.
Many prominent players of He said the call had been worth a ten
are taking into their lungs nearly the metropolitan district are
Get a Perfection Smokeless Oil
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PERFECT
no pipes, no wires, no flues; no smoke, odor or dat
FAMILT LAXATIVE,
had a call for the same stunt. He
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The
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it.
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$25
The
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satisfaction.
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pulled
way
complete
AND CLEANSES
seen here, or for that matter anyTHE SYSTEM, WITHOUT UNPLEASANT
AND WITHOUT
This year'. Perfection i. finished in either blue enamel
did It was this: As soon as he was
IRRITATING, DEBILITATING
OR GRIPING AND THEREFORE DOES NOT INTERFERE
steel
where else in this country which at
IN ANY
ocnameout yet rt,ong and durable .. can be3s.
ta.no. I light and
around the corner he gave the dog to
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All
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present
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he lost her pet She put up a big
Oil
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howl.
They whimpered together.
the world and represents an Invest nature is on eacu box. 25c.
Along came the second hoy, saying
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glvine strength with heart and
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POSTAL DEPOSTfs
tALHANGED FOR
BONDS
POSTMASTER BUOOD
RECE1VE8
NOTICE DEPOSITORS
MAY

INCREASE SAVINGS
Depositors of the United
Sutea 1X33
tal savings Bystem
may exchange a
Jhole or part of their deposits on
i, i912, for v
tered or coupon bonds in
ons of $20, $100 and
$600. These
bonds are for 20 years
and bear
erest at the rate of 2
per cent
Per

Mnum
iney are exemnt
fmm
-

.

n mxes
or
duties of the United
States, and from
taxation in any form by
state, municipal or local authority, which will
make them especially
acceptable to
holders.
The instructions received
by the
Bast Las Vegas postal
savings bank
Horn the department
regarding these
I'onds say that all
applications for
bonds on the date mentioned
must
be received before December 5,
mi.
These applications must be made
at
the depository office where the certificates were issued. An
application
form will be furnished which must
be made out in
triplicate.
The depositor is reaulred
surrender with such application postal savings certificates
covering the
amount of the bonds desired. Th
conversion of deposits into bonds
at. a time less than one
year after the
certificates began to bear interest,
forfeits Interest on the deposits, as in

the case of withdrawal for
any other
purpose.
The fairness of the poBtoffioe department in tu management is shown
by the order that savings
deposits
converted into bonds are not to be
counted as a part of the maximum
of $500 allowed one
depositor. There
no limitation whatever on the
amount of bonds which may be acquired finally by one depositor. The
exchange is considered as taking ef
fect on January 1, and a
depositor
.
U. l.f. VlQO
....... ..n.ntlA.l i
afiucu iu convert into Donas
ail or a part, of the maximum balance of $500, may deposit an additional amount in January, though the
bonds may not yet have been deliv-eied- .
The bonds will not be avail
able for delivery until a month or
more after January 1, but will bear
Interest from that date.
The deiartment has strict orders 10
the effect that postal savings bonds
can be procured only by conversion
of deposits, and will not be issued lo
persons who are not depositors. They
may be sold or assigned to any person, however, by the holder. The application designates whether the depositor wishes coupon or registered
bonds, and the printed information
sent out to the East Las Vegas office
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the bonds:
.,

v vwiwu
liuuub wn preienioie lor
deposiior who intends to hold them
for a. short time only and who has
ample facilities for their safekeeping.
These bonds are payable to the bearer, and the title will pass by delivery
without indorsement. Interest is paid
on coupon bonds, the coupons being
detached by the holders as they become due.
"Hegistered bonds are preferable
for persons intending to hold them
for a considerable period, and they
differ from coupon bends in the following respects:

a)

NOVEMBER

Tihey have Inscribed

upon raised by popular subscription. After
their face the names of the persons acquiring the property the associate whom they are Issued.
tlon proceeded with the erection of
C'b) They are payable only to the) the memorial building to protect for
persons to whom Issued, or their as-- ' all time the lowly cabin In which
the martyr president was born. The
signs.
("c) The ownership of registered memorial stands on a slight elevation
Lincoln
bonds can be transferred only by as- - where stood the original
homestead. Some years ago the cabin
si anient in proper form."
Interest on registered bonds is paid was removed for exhibition purposes,
by checks drawn at the treasury de-- ! but was restored to its original site
partment in favor of the registered when it came into possession of the
holder. Checks, as well as Interest Lincoln Farm association,
The memorial building is an lmpos-ar- e
coupons detached from c oupon bonds
ln structure of white stone. It is
on
at
the
payable
presentation
cla88ic d"8lgn' wlth ,Bnt P1Uar8
United States treasury, or at the of
floe of any assistant.
Postmasters ornamenting the front and two sides.
oy a
will cash these under the same con- i ue entrance is approacnea
of terraced steps.
broad
flight
ditions as other government paper.
Considering the; fact that the civil
Information on the assignment of
war, or which Lincoln himself was
bonds, assignment by minorB, bonds
the central figure, was fought out only
lost or destroyed, or relating to ownhalf a century ago, it is regarded as
ership, may be had by inquiry at the of
especial significance that the dedi.ostal savings bank.
cation of a memorial In his honor
should be an event of such distinct
LINCOLN MEMORIAL DEDICATED rational Interest and national propor- Hodgenville, Ky., Nov. 9. The lions.
Foremost among the members of
movement inaugurated five years ago
by Robert J. Collier of New York for t'.ie committee acting as personal es- the erection of a suitable memorial to con to the president from the station
Abraham Lincoln at the place of his to l lodsenvllle to the seen of the
birth is now an accomplished fact. (toy's ceremonies were General Basil
...... JL IUO 1V1W
:..
.1...
ii
T UUUJ,
.....I,..,;.,, 'Mil'. Mniuohn4ln
u .:
i
111 LUC ..nnAnnn
3.
UIIC ,.T
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gauiQUUg
s line was most families that fought for the Con' in which Mason and Dixon
obliterated, impressive exercises were federacy, and General John B. Castle-man- ,
who entered the Confederate
held in dedication of the magnificent
memorial structure surrounding and states' army at the age of 19 and won
covering the old log cabin In which his spurs as a member of Morgan's
Abraham Lincoln was born, February caalry. The military escort to the
12, 1809.
president was furnished by Company
The cornerstone for the memorial A, of the First Regiment of the
was laid by President Roose- - tucky National Guard, in command
velt on the centennial anniversary of of General Roger Williams.
Lincoln.'
birth two years ago last
The dedication exercises were of a
February. At the dedication today simple but very Impressive character,
President Taft was the central figure, in addition to President Taft the
The exercises were held at the speakers and prominent participants
Thomas Lincoln farm, which was pur-- included Henry Watterson, who
by the Lincoln Farm assoota-- j ered one of the principal orations;
tion several years ago with a fund Governor Augustus R. Wlllson, repre- (
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seating the state of Kentucky, and
Robert J. Collier, who inaugurated the
Lincoln Farm movement
DOCTOR 18 LORD MAYOR.
London, Nov. 9. The time honored
lord mayor's show took place today,
and the new lord mayor. Sir Thomas
Boor Crosby, was formally installed in
office, succeeding Sir Thomas Vesey

The big coffee trust, made up of Brazilian growers and American importers has been trying various tactics to boost the price of
coffee and get more money from the people.

Always the man who is trying to dig extra money out of the
public packet, on a combination, hates the man who blocks the game.

The Journal of Commerce lately saidi
has been issued to the

coffee

"A stirring circular

The article further saysi

trade.''

The coffee world, is discussing what is to be the future
coffee as a result of the miseducation

Coffee

Mm

XGrower

of

carried on by the cereal coffee

We have before us a letter from one of the largest roasters in

people.

the South asking what can be done to counteract the work of the
emies

JrB
m

Sk?

Brazilian

en-

of coffee.

"The matter should have been taken up by the Brazilian

PLANNED BY
SANTA FE

of-a-

Michigan.

Now comes a plaintive bleat from the "exasperated" ones.

PLAYS AND PLAYERS

Douglas Fairbanks is going
into
vaudeville.
Cecilia Loftus is to make another
American vaudeville tour.
Marie Dressier is in her third seaStrong. Immense crowds lined the
son with "Tlllle's Nightmare."
streets of Cripplegate, Langbourn and
SUPERINTENDENT OF PAS8E8 18
Florence Reed Is to support ,lullu
other sections of the metropolis
THE
NAME
OF
in "The Master of the House."
OFFICIAL
TO
Stager
through which the procession passed.
BE CREATED
Among the reports of the season
SOON
The military display was the entef
is one that "Evangeline' may be refeature of the procession. The terrivived.
torial forces were better represented
The days of
Charles Waldron is Viola Allen's
than ever before and were received
are over.
man In "The Lady of Covenwith hearty demonstrations on the
leading
Beginning the Tfrst of the year the
part of the crowds. The Boy Scouts Atchison. Topeka and Santa Fe Rail- try."
Two sisters of Edna May are In
took part In the pageant, together
way company will establish, probably
the oast of "Over Night" They are
with the usual contingents of the city in To
eka, an office to be known as
Jane and Lulu May.
companies, with their banners and "superintendent of
l
passes." This
Frederick Lewis has been
beagles and
paraphernalia.
will pass upon and sign every
The new lord mayor is a native of
as leading man with the Southern-Mauthorized trip or complimentary
arlowe
Lincolnshire and has passed his
company.
pass for the wives or other dependeightieth year. He is probably one of ent
Sarah Bernhardt will follow ihe
members of the families of paid
the oldest, if not actually the oldest,
present fashion of French artists
citizen who has ever filled the office of employes, before it can be issued and poae for moving pictures.
lord mayor of London. He Is undoubt- over any line.
Ida Conquest was married the olh-e-r
It is the plan of this office to do
edly the first medical man who has
day to the son of Admiral Berte'li
been appointed, which may be con- away with the useless and careless of the Italian navy, and will retire
sidered remarkable, in view of the granting of passes. The process by fiom the
stage.
fact that his term will be the 723rd which an employe receives his pass
A special benefit performance is to
be
will
loaded
down
by
of
signatures be given In New York of "The
the city. For many years
mayoralty
Sir Thomas has been recognized as and investigations. An employe will
a play by Douglas J. Wood
one of London's foremost physicians. not be able to procure a pass with- Drones,"
R. Bolton.
and
Guy
In politics he is a Conservative. As out having his requisition thoroughly
Charles A. Gay Is one of the actors
he is a Widower, his daughter, Miss fumigated. It will be necessary to
to appear with May Irwin in
plan ahead of time for trips on ac- engaged
Crosby, is o be the lady mayoress.
"Mrs. Tompkins,' by Agcount of the length of time it will her comedy,
L. Crimmlns.
nes
DR. BKOWN INAUGURATED.
take to have a pass approved.
Word has come according to reNew oik, Nov. 9 In the presence
Under the terms of the existing
from Canada, to managers of
port
of mo es of distinguished educators, laws complimentary
trip passes may moving picture films that no Amerirepn t;entng prominent institutions of be Issued by railroad companies to
can flags are wanted.
learning in all parts of the country, the dependent members of the famiA French play "Through the Wall''
Dr. Elmer Ellsworth Brown was to- lies of employes. At the
present time
day installed as seventh chancellor of and for a long period it has been will be tried out in Los Angele3 and,
if found satisfactory, will be used
New York Universoty. The exercises
comparatively easy for an employe
James K. Hackett.
by
were held this morning in the library tc obtain
transportation over his line
at University Heights and were preMarguerite Clark and Walter Jones

ceded by an academic procession of
the visiting officials and representatives through the Hall of Fame. After
Dr. Brown had been Invested with
the key, seal and other Insignia of office the assembly listened to addresses
by Senator Elihu Root, Dr. Lyman Abbott, Professor Lowell of Harvard,
Presiden Hadley of Yale, President
Schurrnan of Cornell and other men of
national prominence.
The chancellor has had a notable
career as an educator. He was born
50 years ago in
Chautauqua county,
New York, and received his education
at the Illinois State Normal school
and the University of Michigan, sup
plemented by a year of study abroad.
From 1907 until his election to his
present position. Dr. Brown was the
United States commissioner of educa
tion. Previously he had been pro
fessor of the theory and practice of
education at the University of Califor
nia and also at the University of

We Get a Slap

NEW DEPARTMENT

or another after he has made the
proper requisition. It did not take
very Ions for his requisition to go
through the office head and to the
office of the general
manager. A
pass could be asked for and obtained
in a brief time.
Under the new rule it will be a different story. Under these rules it
will take such a long time for a pass
requisition to pass through the offices and departments that they will
have to be asked for far in advance
of the date. It will take some time
before the superintendent of passes
la able to sign his name to the

The Santa Fe is establishing this,
pass bureau in compliance with a general order for all of the railroads of
the country. In the past. It has been
a hara matter for the federal authorities to make a satisfactory examination of the giving away of transportation. It is believed that the work
can be simplified by the new bureau.

LEWIS HEARING IN 8T. LOUIS.
St. Louis, Mo., Nov. 9. The House
committee on expenditures In the
postofflce department, of which Con
gressman Ashbrook of Ohio Is chair

are being featured this season In
William A. Brady's
production of
comedy
Margaret Mayo's
"Baby
Mine."
Among the most recent productions
York was "Mrs. Avery," by

In New

Gretchen Dale and Howard
both of whom appeared In
the cast.
Fred Nlblo, jr., aged nine, has joined the cast of "The Fortune Hunter,"
in which his parents, Fred Nlblo and
Josephine Nlblo, are
Eugene Walter has written a play
dealing with the Black Hand in
this country, and called "The Assas
sin," which David Belasco will produce after the holidays.
to
Frederic Thompson is going
produce a sequel to "Polly Of the
Circus" in a dramatization of "The
Circuit Rider's Wife," by Cora Harris. The heroine will be Polly married to the clergyman who is a circuit rider.
Est".-broo-

ee

GERMAN-MILLE- D

ress' flour

man, came to St.. Louis today to resume the investigation
begun in
Washington last summer of the
charge of E. G. Lewis that officials of
the postal service were In a conspiracy to ruin him.
Lewis is the financial "wizard"
schemes
whosealleged
have bothered the authorities for several years and incidentally have
caused several men prominent In public life to regret their acquaintance
with him. Starting some ten years
ago with capital about equal to the
price of a box of cigars Lewis organized the American Woman's league,
.
.. II
,
1.
nrhj.h
"uiviu no ouuoequeiiuy
employed as a
medium to promote Innumerable en-terprises, including weekly and daily
newspapers,
colonies,
banks, and realty and development
companies. In the promotion of his
schemes he is said to have drawn
nearly $10,000,000 from the purses of
women throughout the country. When
the government closed down on him
end returned an indictment on charges
of using the mails to defraud, Lewis
retaliated by bringing charges of cone
spiracy against officials of the
department. In the present investigation he is represented as attorney by Edwin C. Madden, former
third assistant postmaster general.

the answer to

every Bakirvf Problem.

It's Firver-Whit- er
arvd More Urvifornrv
Made by LARABEES

Famous
A

GERMAN

PROCESS.

ROGERS SILVERWARE
IN EVERY SACK.;

COUPON

1

Gov't when they were completing their beautiful valorization scheme.

The the article proceeds to de- on one or more of the dozen. r.f
o
nounce Postum and works into a tpes of diseases which follow
n
nervoufi systems many
fine frenzy, because we have published facts regarding the effect of people don't know it.
coffee on some people.
But it remained for the man who
has
coffee, morphine or whiskey to
on:
The harrowing tale gones
sell, to have the supreme nerve to
"Where a few years ago every- say: "You onliy Imagine your disbody drank coffee, several cups a orders. Keep on buying from me."
day, now we find in every walk In
Let us continue to quote from
life people who Imagine they can
article.
his
Is
It.
not drink
(The underscoring
"Notwithstanding the enormous
ours.) Burly blacksmiths, carpen
ters, laborers and athletes have increase in population during the
discontinued or cut down the use past three years, coffee shows an
of coffee; as there Is not a person appalling decrease In consump
who reads this an dwill not be able tion.'
to find the same conditions existing
among his own clclre of acquaintances, Is it not well for the BraThen follows a tiresome lot of
zilians to sit up and take notice?"
statistics which wind up by showa decrease of consumption in
it curious tneae "Dur ing
two
years of, in round figures, two
cofout
ly" strong men should pick
hundred
million pounds.
rot
about?
Why
fee to "Imagine"
of
doses
thatt
regular
"imagine"
Here we see the cause for the
whiskey are harmful, or doily attacks on us and the Brazilian
slugs of morphine?
sneers at Americans who prefer
home-mad- e,
caf- to use a healthful,
the
makes
If "imagination"
dedrink
and
breakfast
incidentally
feine in coffee clog the liver,
tear keep the money In America, rather
press the heart and steadily
than send the millions to Brazil
down the nervous system, bringing
h--

ken-dow-

Isn't

and pay for an article that chem
ists class among the drugs and not
among the foods.
Will the reader please remember, we never announce that coffee
Tmrts all people."
Some persons seem to have excess vitality enough to use coffee, tobacco and whiskey for years
and apparently be none the worse,
but the number Is small, and when
a sensible man or woman finds an
article acts harmfully they exercise some degree of Intelligence by
dropping it
We quote again from the article:
"These figures are paralyzing but
correct, being taken from Leech's
statistics, recognized as the most
reliable."

Some people haven't the charac-

ter to stop a habit when they know
it is killing them, but It Is easy to
shift from coffee to Postum for,
when made according to directions,
is comes to table a cup of beverage, seal brown color, which turns
to rich, golden brown when cream
is added, and the taste is very like
the milder grades of Old Gov't
Java.
rood
Postum Is a veritable
drink and highly nourishing, containing all the parts of wheat carefully prepared to which Is adde
about 10 per cent of New Orleans
molasses, and that Is absolutely all
that Postum is made of.
'

Thousands of visitors to the pure
food factories see the ingredients
and how prepared. Every nook and
corner Is open for every visitor to
carefully Inspect. Crowds come

This is one of the highest compliments ever paid to the level- daily and seem to enjoy it.
headed, common sense of Americans who cut off about two hundred million pounds of coffee when
they found by actual experiment
(In the majority of cases) that, the
subtle drug caffeine, in coffee, Postum Cereal Company, Limited
worked discomfort and varying
forms of disease.
Battle creek, Michigan.

"There's a R.ea.son"

Distributors

Ask Your Grocer for It

National

post-offic-

Fabric
Best Rubber Collars and Cuff
All Styles

LEADING EDUCATORS PRESENT.
Milwaukee, Wis., Nov. 9. The 59th

annual convention of the Wisconsin
Teachers' association opened in the
Auditorium today for a three days'
session. There are a large number
of visiting teachers in the city and a
profitable meeting Is expected. Among
the distinguished educators scheduled
to address the association are President David Starr Jordon of Leland
Standard university, 8arah Louise
Arnold, of Boston, Dean L. H. Bailey
of Cornell University, and oBoker T.
Washington, the negro educator.

Co.

Gross, Kelly

ALTMORE
Sizes II to I8&IM.
Front IX In.

RANSLEY
Sizes 12 to 18 In
Front21iIn

Back

Distributors

Back IK In.

A In.

RETAIL PRICES
of Mora, Kaon Delivery
(e 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 Iba to 1,000 lbs., Eseh Delivery
200 Iba, Eseh Delivery
SO Ibe. to
Leas Then BO Iba, Eseh Delivery

lb,

1,090 lbs.

20c per 10

lb.

per ioo (b
SOo par 100 lbs.
40o oar 100 lbs.
2&c

BOc

per

'100

Iba

AGUA PURA COMPANY
rTancis wnson has placed in rehearsal his new comedy, "The Spiritualist," which will be produced on
November 20.

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famous

Office

701

Douglas Avenue.
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to 11, and Reading 3V. to 150
tory prisoners must be examined toThe decision to pass the seal-a- n
PRESERVING TIME HZ-F- or
determine whether or not they are suf- IN
nual dividend of 2V4 per cent on
feHng from any infectious or contagfcTABLIHED Wl
Cotton Oil caused the
American
ious disease. The superintendent acof the stock's two point rifle,
PUBLISHBD BT
cordingly Issued such Instruction and SOME DAINTIES OF ESPECIAL
but it did not fall below yesterday's
CO.
required that, in addition to a genPUBLISHING
OPTIC
tUt
FOR WINTER.
closing. After reacting a slight fracFLAVOR
Now and
eral examination for such diseases, a
.'iKMKrKl
tion the whole list mounted to the Get a 25 Cent Bottle
a
Itching
Hair
and
must
taken
be
throat cufture
highest again. Another slight selling Forever Stop Falling
EDITOR certificate of health attached to the
Dandruff
III
ADGETT
and
Scalp
movement was in progress at 2
Clove Apples One of the Best Sweet
The Journal of the
commitment.
o'clock.
The close was buoyant.
Peach Pickle Spiced Currants
American Medical Association says
Excellent to Serve With
If you Wish to Double the Beatay
hi
that It will be seen that the right of
Cold Meats.
TRADE
BOARD
CHICAGO
OF
in Ten Minutes surely
Hair
of
your
1b recognized to demand
at
a
Eut
1
prisoner
t the Postoifice
Cleanse
Chicago, Nov. 9. Extremely cold
Try a Danderine Hair
New Mexico, ior unuiauu- l
rotection for his health either from
Select hard, dark red
Clove
Apples
northwest
Canadian
in
the
weather
Mails
Jol ifttMino the United State
inmates with whom he is compelled apples; pare, core and halve them
.
i mm
tended today to hoist the price of
Tkii
M
jaw matter.
- j WVV.' flllffv..
to associate more or less closely, or unless too large, then quarter; make
1 our iiair uvvvmi
was a shade abundant and appears as soft,
waThe
wheat
A new, scientific medical toilet tablet
opening
condi
with
Just
enough
a
from
syrup
unhygienic
heavy
unsanitary,
Damlerme
TERTv i OF SUBSCRIPTION
December started beautiful a. a young prl's after a
lower to
up.
which
a cloth
tions in the prison itself, either from ter to dissolve the sugar; boll up anda
EMUtA BY CARRIER
cleanse.
hair
Juit
try
V
at
to
the
of
93
In part
to 93, unchanged
apples
Draws Out all Inflammation and Sore- at
.06 Its manner of construction or from skim; put
with a little Danderine and caretuuy araw -u
PW CopJ
whole
two
or
one
one sn.ai. uhither and advanced to 93.
.11 defective care, or from infection of the time: first stick
.
through your hair, taking
ness.
WetA
On
cloves into each piece of apple acwith Decem at a time. This will cleanse the hair of dust,
.66
was
close
The
for
steady
diseased
inmates,
One Monin
few
surroundings by
dirt and excessive oil and in just a ot
cording to size; simmer gently till
.$7.60
This remarkable foot bath remedy ber
net higher at
One Tear
which he no doubt might invoke the clear; then remove each piece with a
have doubled the beauty
moments
you
or
Plaster
IC
Powder,
DAILY BY MAIL
Corn seemed at flret Inclined to be
aid of the courts. It is asserted that fork to glass jars; when all the apple Is Superior
your hair.
to cure
weak on the theory that the governOM Year
institutions, particularly has been cooked drop In the syrup Salve and is guaranteed1
A delightful surprise awaits particularly
many
penal
3
S
a del Corns, Callouses, Bunions, Frostbites ment report would generally be re- those who have been careless, whose hair
will
which
tubergive
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red
of
(he
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are
ones,
parings,
the older
dry,
a rew mmuim Chilblains, Ingrowing
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Bcnicks beautifying the air
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when
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Sweaty, Lmiss'.on buying brought about a ral brittle or thin.
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Swollen,
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Aching,
infection.
certain
dissolves
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almost
particle
every
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possibility of other infections ir
fruit.
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and
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Can Be Worn by ar 62
Smaller Shoe
to 63 cents and then rose to ates the scalp, forever stopping itching
shown in the instance of diphtheria in Serve these with roast pork.
hair.
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and
it
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keeps
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puts
the Elmira Reformatory.
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of
Sweet Peach Pickle. Peel eight using
i
In Advance ior Mali
you will, after one application or
Try
the test in perfect condition.
for Danderine
The close was steady at 63
find any dandruff
pounds of freestone peaches that are
cannot
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you
will
TIZ Is for sale at all druggists, 25 May, a net gain in
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what
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move
you
direct
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will
not
you
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never
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cents
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If sent otherwise
In the oats crowd traders
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ROCK ISLAND STRIKE
will be after a few weeks' use when you will
pints elder vinegar and four pounds from Walter Luther Dodge & Co.. governed by the course of wheat.
oasible for loss.
b
at
of
each
one
on
brown
actually see new hair fine and downy
tablespoon
sugar,
application.
all drug111.
3r !meo copies free
For sale
hair sprouting all
at
Chicago,
new
started
but
higher
first
really
and
cloves
46,
yes
allspice;
cinnamon,
NOW SEEMS CERTAIN ground
and advanced to 4diK. over the scalp. Danderine makes the hair
touched 46
AT
DISCONTINUED
put in fruit and cook tHl clear; then
heavv and luxuriant and we can
long,
DP TIME
remove to glass Jars, and allow syrup
Strength in the hog market brought grow it. If you care for pretty, soft hair
n,B EXPIRATION
prove
PAID FOR.
to boil 16 minutes longer to thicken;
about an improvement in quotations and lots of it surely get a 25 cent bottle of
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET.
RAILROAD HAS REFUSED TO REC- pour over fruit; do not All jars too
uneasifor iacking house products. Initial Knowlton's Danderine from any druggist
much
9.
So
New York, Nov.
full of peaches, as syrup must be
and just try it.
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Washington,
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The closing quotations were as fol
of the Rock Island road will add
American Tobacco company's plan
employes
tableone
1911.
blood met blood," on Tripoliton batsugar one pint vinegar,
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER a,
join the ranks of men now striking spoon eacli of ground cinnamon, all- was discussed in Wall street today lows:
tlefields was declared in a cablegram
ST. LOUIS WOOL
for recognition of their federation
manifestations of relief. The
Wheat, Dec. 94; May 100.
spice and cloves; boil one hour, stir- with
by San
securiCUSTOM
five
9.
the
officials
of the
A FINE OLI
Wool, unchang to the Italian embassy today
St. Louis, Nov.
Corn, Dec. 63; May
plan is up to the
ring often; put In glasses and, when effect of the decision on
of
war,
minister
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unions involved.
ed; territory and western mediums Gleuliano, Italian
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cold, seal. This should be thick as ties of the Tobacco company and its
atroItalian
to
the
reported
meats
cold
with
apfine
Is
fine mediums 1618: fino referring
subsidiaries was less interesting
Pork, Jan. $16.15.
At a conference between employes jelly and
president Waters ol the Kansas Agn.cities against the Turks and Arabs.
Spiced Tomatoes Wash, wipe
than the result in the general
Lard, Jan. $9.32.
1115.
parently
ricultural College wanu the old fash- and railroad officials today, a stateof fruit, allow
seven
pounds
weigh
market
Ribs, Jan. $8.40.
ioned "hog UiUin' day" restored. He ment of the road's position was given three pounds brown sugar, one-t- i
SUGAR DROPS TEN POINTS
Although steps may be taken by the
SUSPENDS COMMISSION'S RULING
belicvta that when the farmers aban- to the men. It is reported that the ounce each of stick cinnamon ar...
the
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to
men
tobacco
of
STOCK
comto
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not
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All
CHICAGO
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of
its
New
reiterated
York,
independent
fcbe
butchering
railroad
'.cm
grades
purpose
whole cloves, a piece ol giiiger
doned
practice
Washington. Nov. 9. The
decision, (yesterday's action of the
three or four Inches long anil ft QU
Chicago, Nov. 9. Cattle, reoelpts refined sugar were reduced 10 ceut3 merce court today granted a temtheir ov a meats they took a step dtal with the( federation.
circuit court seems to have stopped r,500. Market steady for best, others a hundred pounds today.
orof vinegar; heat sug:,r and vtnir
bacKwaru.
porary injunction suspending the
five minutes; stick to talk of receiverships, a bugbear that weak.
and slmn-.e- r
TexM
comneeves $4.65(jrr9.10;
' Bmchciing day" in the country
commerce
ders of the interstate
cloves lr. the tomatoes; aisr ptiel has hovered over investors since the steers
NEW YORK METAL
INJURED
was ouce a great thing. The farmers
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$4.005.15; western steers
mission in the Spokane rate cases
to keen from cracUv?
them
active
lightly
their
fight
12.25
independents began
would gather at one of the convenient
$4.357.25; Blockers and feeders New York, Nov.
until the court can review the deciadd them to the syrup, also the spice
the reorganization plans
$S.005.80; cows and heifers $2.00 12.35; Tin 41.8042.20; lead 4.25
neighborhood points, bring their hogs Ordinary Cathartics and Pills and and simmer gently till tomatoes ar against
sion on its merits.
by the company.
in the work
calves $5.508.50.
with them and
4.30; Silver 56.
6.00;
Harsh Physic Cause Distressing
clear; then put Into glass jars; coos
Stock market operators as a rule,
of providing the year's meat supply.
syrup down quite thick and pour over
Hogs, receipts 24,000. Market slow
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have anticipated the action to
however,
cool.
when
auenu
seal
wouia
NEW YORK MONEY
aiso,
The "women folks
in the
be
cannot
You
steady. Lights $5.606.30; r;ixWhen the nervous man reaches the
Tomato Relish (Uncooked) Or of the court ever since the attorney ed
in the work, of cook-- . selection of. medicine for children.
u
money
Nov.
I5.80fi.40:
New
York,
heavy
$5.806.40;
he is apt to look around for the
peck of ripe tomatoes, pee'eu ni
and in prepargeneral indicated his approval of the rough $r,.806.00;
Mexican top
Lg lor the butchers
good to choice
prime paper
the very gentlest bowel medicine chopped; drain off part of the julci-Only
fire
modifications
escapes.
The
slight
ing the "fat" for rendering and the .should ever be iven, except in emer- chop one medium head of celery, ri scheme.
$3.655.25; dollars 46.
court in the proposition heavy $6.OO6.40; pigs
the
made
by
at for the sausage and the pigs'
bulk of sales $6.106.35.
gency cases. Ordinary pills, cathar onions, six green and three red pep submitted
by the company have
et for pickling.
to
25,000. Mlarkei
do pers, fine, and add half a cup of whttr
are
and
(receipts
tics
Sheep,
apt
purgatives
the jouii;. I oiks, too, would gather more harm than good. They may mustard seed, two cups cane sunn? brought forth no expression of disap- slow
Native
weak.
to
$2.503.85;
a hall pointment or disapproval from the ofmo same places and make a gala
19
dis half a cup of salt, one and
$3.7
and
other
cause
nausea,
western
yearlings
griping,
$2.753.8S;
endout ot the occasion, usually
cups grated horseradish and five cup ficers and counsel of the disintegratare
fre
that
native
tressing
$3.755.S..
Mix thoroughly, bottU
of vinegar.
.4.40; lambs,
the day with an evening party
ing trust.
and seal.
r v. ich all the people of the neighbor quently
The largest trading was in United western $3.755.80.
We personally recommend and
hood, old and oi,ig, would attend.
States Steel. This stock was bought
Rexall Orderlies as the
guarantee
of
an
was
incident
in the belief that, should the dissolu"iiog killin' day
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
more than usual importance. But safest and most dependable remedy,
tion suit recently filed against the
A
DAM
we
Kansas Oity, Nov. 9. --Cattle, reknow, for constipation and FINE BLADES OF
when the packers began to ship fresh which
corporation be decided against it, the
nave
We
bowel
disorders.
associate
5,000, Including 800 southerns.
ceipts
meat
markets
meat to the country
eflect on security holders in the light
Native
and tiie fanners round it an easy mat- - such absolute faith in the virtuee of Swords Made In the Oriental City of the Tobacco decision, would not be Market steady to strong.
Were Most Wonderfully Tempsteers
southern
steers
ter to drive to the neighboring trading this remedy that we sell it on our
$5.259.00;
disastrons. Increased confidence was
ered and Adorned.
cows and heipoint and buy meat, the community guarantee of money back in every
shown in the buying and a heavier $3.755.25; southern
cows and
native
"butchering day" was eliminated. The
Handled Exclusively in Las Vegas
rancy frills and ornamentation were outside business was reported. Trad- fers $2.754.75;
stockers and
smokehouse where the hams and ba- satisfaction, and we urge all in need not thnmrht of In the hurried tnrzincr ing diminished when the market eased heifers $2.757.00;
con were smoked and cured and "put of such medicine to try it at our risk. of weapons called into need by the off fractionally.
feeders $3.756.00; bulls $3.25
by
Rexall Orderlies are eaten just like breaking out of the Civil War. How
calvea $4.007.00; western
4.7'5;
away" was given over to the storing
Bear operators took all the stock
cows
western
of farm implements.
candy, are particularly prompt and plain tar U3i;a) cavalry sabre was. for offered and before mid-dathe list steers $3.857.50;
President Waters declares that it agreeable in action, may be taken at instance, is well shown by comparison was rising) briskly again. Union Pa- $2.755.00.
d
means tli.it the farmers pay tribute any time, day or night : do not cause with the lavishly ornamented weapon-turne- - cific rose to 171 y and a block of 7,- out by the oriental swordHogs, receipts 13,000. Market steaor. tli eir own produce hecause of the diarrhoea, Miausea, griping, excessive
makers. The Turkish sword is a beau- - 000 shares of United States Steel dy to strong. Bulk of sales $5.75
New
change in the method of obtaining looseness, or other undesirable ef- - tlful piece of work, the blade, "dam- - was purchased at 61
after which it 6.30; heavy $6.256.45; packers
their meat supply, and the agriculeets. They have a very mild but ascened" with inlaid wires of gold, b& went to 62. Manv other prominent
and butchers $6.15 . .6.35; lights
tural college is to instruct the young positive action upon the organs with ing of astonishing elasticity. Each stocks exceeded their
previous best $5.60Jt6.20; pigs $4.0O5.25.
Superiority f these
Everyone recognizes
farmers how to butcher so that the which they come In contact, appar- quarter inch of surface of the gilt prices and the whole market took on a
scabbard, handle and hilt is crowded
brands Even our Competitors
old fashioned day will be restored.
Sheep, receipts 7,000. Market steaently acting aa a regulative tonic up with
buoyant percentage.
lambs
engraved
designs.
Muttons
$3.004.00;
Kansas Ci'y Star.
dy.
on the relaxed muscular coat of the
Bonds were firm with American ToFrom the city of Damascus, celeo
bowel, thus overcoming
weakness, brated for more than a thousand years bacco issues in heavy demand. The
PROTECTING THE HEALTH and aiding to restore the bowels to for the skill of Its swordmakers, the fours lumped 1, to 91, and the sixes
iV
more vigorous and healthy activity. Crusaders took to Europe the art of 2
OF PRISONERS
to 117. Excited buying charRexall Orderlies
commonly com "damascening" a tissue of dark lines acterized the operations In the mida light ground, or the reverse and day stock market. Large purchasing
the frequent occurrence of diph- pletely, relieve constipation, except on
the inlaying of gold on the steel itself. orders were distributed ail around the
theria at the New York State Reform o? course when of a surgical charac In the
genuine Damascus blade of the
atoi y at Elmira led the superintendent ter. They also tend to overcome the best period the figure, that Is, the In- room and the market climbed steadand, his mediical staff to investigate uecessity of constantly taking laxa tricate twists made in the steel while ily in the face of the enormous profit
its Bource. it was found on taking tives to keep the bowels In normal hot under the hammer of the sword- - taking by last week's buyers. Traders
throat culture of arriving prisoners condition. Three sizes of packages, smlth, Is not, as some think, a matter who sold stocks confidently yesterday
that? a considerable portion of them 10 cents, 25 cents, and 50 cents. Re- of surface. It extends through the when the market was weak were the
harbored the diphtheria bacillus. When member, you can obtain Rexall Rem- blade, and hence is not removed by a most eager buyers. United States
These beautiful Steel improved, 4
to 63, Lehigh
t'.kie new prisoners mingled with the edies in East Las Vegas only at our thousandon polishings.
the genuine blades are al Valley, 4
figures
to
O.
E.
store
epi
Store.
The
Rexall
population,
174; American
healthy reformatory
most identical with the best
to 72; Union Pacific
Smelting, 4
us of diphtheria started. An ex
Damascus gun barrels of today.
4, to 172; International Harvester 4,
auiijfetlon of all arrivals since Novem
ber 1910, revealed diphtheria bacilli
ST. LOUIS SPELTER
In more than 80 out ot 920 prisoners
Hand, Finished Ribbed Under"
Nov. 9. Lead firm 4.15
Louis,
You Pay the Same Price
St
had
admitted. An isolation hospital
6.30.
firm
;4.17
an
spelter
In
Eas
to
maintained.
the
wear for Women
he
All
in
constantly
That Is Asked
c Tort
to eliminate this source of intern States.
Czarina (Harvard Mills) White
fection, the superintendent obtained
Merino
Union Suits No. 970U 50
$100 Reward, $100.
an opinion from 'the attorney general
409K Ladies "Onyx" Hosiery'
Extra Fine Ribbed at the necessary
The readers of this paper will be
of the Btate and Instructions from the
Doublex Onyx
Silk Lisle
Sizes 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9,
poinrt.
state commissioner of health which pleased to learn that there is at
The
in
Made
one
su
that
dreaded
disease
least
Germany.
Hosiery.
confar
involve
$1--7
rather
reaching
n.ny
ence has been able to cure in all its
best wearing fine hose ever Cflr
sequences in relation to the rights stages, and that is Catarrh. Hall's
made at the price per pair..
Czarina (same quality as above
of prisoners and the duties of the Catarrh Cure is the only positive cure
number)
state and prison authorities regarding now known to the medical fraternity
only two piece suits, under- fashioned
full
A
S039
and
238H
Catarrh being a constitutional dis
the protection of the health of prison ease,
a constitutional treat
black cotton hose that wears and a
inmates. The attorney general ex ment. requires
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken
fleecelined stocking which is a warm
Rosa No. 918 U 50 a silk and wool
pressed it his opinion that "the health Internally, acting directly upon the
number. These two styles are sold w T
mucous
blood
and
surfaces of the sys
that does not bulk under the
of prisoners sentenced to reformatories
garment
thruout the U. S. at the
Is as much a part of the public health tem, thereby destroying the founda
7
tlon of the disease, and giving the pa
same price 3 pair for
nnrt they are entitled to as much pro
tleat strength by
up the con
tection from contagious disease as stitution and assisting nature in doing
any other portion of the public," and Its work. The proprietors have bo
The
much faith In Its curative powers
that It was the duty of the state that
thev
One Hundred Dollars
offer
Opposite
ooard of healUf to take such steps for any case that It falls to cure. Send
as were necessary. On this opinion for Hat of testimonials.
Castaneda
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO., Tothe commissioner of health instructed
O.
ledo,
of
the
the superintendent
reformatory
Hotel
Sold by all Druggists. 7Sc.
to notify jail or penal Institutions
Hall's Family Pills for con- Take
that before being sent to the reforma- - jstlpatlon.
,
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Tender Feet

MAKE YOUR HAIR

JrViNT

SOFT, FLUFFYjABUNDANT
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64.

1620;
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over-caref-

44;
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after-effect-

'Diamond

s
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"Old Homestead
"Boss Patent ft

health-destroyin-

The Leading Brands of High Patent Flour

Charles Ilfeld Company

y

Mexico's Largest Wholesalers

7--

the

WM

Onyx" Hosiery

4

1--

Any Pair of Ladies "Onyx" Made Hose Will Be Replaced
By a New One If It Does Not Wear Well
Rather a Strong GuaranteeTry Our Hose and See If
We Do Not Live Up to

It

It A

Dub-L-To-

5 and 2.00

J2.31

i

ss

JHsJ

lk

ZyS2.50and2.75

Store of Quality"

-

E.LasVecas

n.m:
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The

r
Prescrlptioolst

The man who doe the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
prescription
leaving our
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we flU your
prescription.

WINTERS DRUG
SMione

CO.

Main b

ELECTRICAL
TRACTORS

CON-

LOOK

Wire
Loom
Porcelain
and Switches, md all other
wiring material for sale at
prices, for cash.
Write
P. G. GOUGH,
276 So. Main St.
Los Angeles,
Cal.

USES

MANY

PERSONALS

A. p. Morrissett came in last
niht
from hiB home in Belen on business In
Las Vegas.
Will FuRate, after a short visit in
Las Vegas, left this afternoon for
Wagon Mound.
R. R. Bird, a resident of El Paso
arrived this afternoon from the border on business.
P. J. Moran of Albuquerque arrived
last night from the Duke City and was
in this city today on business.
H. C. Smith, city
salesman for
Gross Kelly and company, went to
Springer this afternoon on business.
George Kahle, route agent of the
Wells Fargo Express company, left
yesterday afternoon for a business
trip to Denver.
P. E. Kahler, an official In the mechanical department of the Santa Fe
railroad at La Junta, came In last
night from Colorado on business.
H. E. Johnson and a party of do"
farmers from Kansas drove to Cherry-val- e
this morning to visit the dry
farms on the mesa in that vicinity.
W. D. Shea arrived last night from
Santa Fe and was in
Vegas today
on business.
He is traveling agent
for, the Denver and Rio Grande railway.
Max

FOR

GASOLINE

Too Valuable a Household Adjunct to
Be Discarded Because of
Possible Danger.

can of gasoline in the kitchen for
cleaning purposes will be found a
great help if ordinary care is exercised against fire. To clean the gas
stove, soak the jets In a little gasoline, and It will remove all dirt and
do away with any odor from the gas
range, or scrub the jets with a little
brush dipped In gasoline.
To clean copper or aluminum cooking utensils soak a cloth In gasoline
and rub on the outside of the vessel;
this will remove all black or discoloration on the metal.
For grease marks or dirty spots on
woodwork, a little gasoline applied
with a cloth will remove at once.
If the drain in the sink becomes
stopped up, remove all water from
sink and pour in a pint or more gasoline and let it stand; this will cut the
cause of stoppage In a little While
Before blacking a stove or range,
rub off the top with a cloth wet with
gasoline and It will remove all dirt
and grease and make the blacking
stay on longer.
Laces, gloves and silks can be
cleaned very successfully by washing
In plenty of clean
gasoline; there
should be enough to cover the article
you are washing
Change the gasoline as often as it becomes dark look-ink- ;
work quickly and hang In the
sun to dry. Alv.ays remember when
using gasoline to keep away from fire
or flame of any kind.
A

THUR6DAY,

Real Ma vao
Rugs

NOVEMBER

'STRADS"

9,

1911.

MADE IN A FACTORY

Germany Turns Out "Priceless" Violins by the Hundreds Dally Occasionally Genuine One Found.

London. Every now and again
there appears in the newspapers a
paragraph announcing the discovery
of a new work by an old master. Occasionally the Inquirer ascertains that
the find Is indeed a genuine one. but
this is probably not more than once
In a thousand cases.
In some way or
other, however, the picture generally
A lucky purchase enables us to offer leaves the possession of Its "discoverer" with great profit to the latter,
you your choice of a grand line of while
the purchaser proudly hugs the
genuine NAVAJO RUGS, fresh from belief that he has acquired a masterthe reservation, at
piece
It Is not only in the matter of pictures that this very remunerative in
dustry of faking Is carried on, but
for cash only. This line sells at all
spurious antique furniture, old silver,
curio stores from $1.50 to $3.00 per and Cremona violins are made the
pound. A grand opportunity to make basis of various ingenious schemes. It
a Christmas selection
appears that a Sunderland mining village has within recent years been the
at
only
scene of the disposal of hundreds of
the
violins,
Stradivarius
chief victims being the colliers of the
Opposite Y. M. C. A.
neighborhood, who paid gold for instruments that had been sold In bulk
by the dealer, though In many cases
OTHER WARM SPECIALS.
the "Strads" were sent further afield
For those $5.00 Perfec-tionO- and brought In much higher prices.
A violin expert Interviewed on the,
heaters.
Blue
said:
subject
flame, gallon tanks.
"I know
violin
factories,
For those $5.00 wool 11-- 4 two or threeseveral
In Germany and one near
blankets In tans, also Brussels
Planks of the requisite
grays. (See window display).
thickness ;ir steamed for hours, cut
For those $5.00 flown up, and st ". ped Into shape. There is
blue dinner sets.
(See no time: for the loving use of tool that
the old artists of Cremona.
mark
window display).
Insld- - is pasted the Imitation parchyard for all colors Table Oil ment !.i bel of the
alleged maker, and
Cloth.
then all the parts are clamped and
vard for Shelf Oil
pinned and glued together. I must
say they use the very best glue. It
Cloth.
a necesfor the Mrs. Pott sad irons, pays them. There follows
sary
period of drying; but the sun,
sets of three,
being a slow and uncertain old felper joint for Stov
low, gives way to the modern oven.
Very clever Is the varnishing stage
Pipe.
We have lost the secret of the varonly at
nish of the old Italian makers, have
we? These people have rediscovered
and improved upon it. Instead of having to wait for years of resonance
with the bow to shake down the oil
Into the cells, leaving that soft surY. M. C. A. NOTES.
The annual association week, of face color which sends connoisseurs
Into raptures, the modern makers
prayer will be observed by the local turn out
masterpieces by. the hundred
association in connection with the
and the places where the
per
other associations of the country, No- chin day,
and the hands have worn the
to
12
inclusive. surface bare are plain proofs of auvember
19,
Meetings will be held on both thentic old age."
Sunday afternoons at 3:30 o'clock,
and on every week day during the
week from 12:30 to 12:50 p. m., for
20 minutes only. The churches of the
town are
in these serAnother New Lot of
vices and an association speaker will
make the announcement from the pulpits of the different denominations
during the morning service next Sun-

STOP!

Rosenthal

in all sizes and at very

reasonable prices.

ROBERT

.

.

J. TAUPERT

JEWELER

OPTICIAN

il

$3.95

$3.95

Nordhaus left this afternoon
for Albuquerque on a business trip.
bed-roc- k
Mrs. Nordhaus and baby left at the
same time for Santa Fe, Mrs. Nord- BUTTERMILK SAUCE THE BEST
haus' former home.
W. C. White left this morning on Adds to Flavor of Pudding in Far
Greater Degree Than When Sweet
the California limited for the Pacific
Milk Is Used.
Use a 2c stamp and see how much
coast where he will spend several
money you can save on your purweeks visiting Los Angles, Pasadena,
Buttermilk sauce for puddings or
chase.
San Francisco and other points.
any dessert which lacks an acid, is
All material now ana
far superior to sauce in which sweet
A. A. Jones, chairman of the demo
strictly Code Standard.
milk is used. A delicious sauce is
cratic state central committee of New made of a cupful of boiling water and
f
Mexico left last night for Santa Fe. He one cupful of sugar,
cupful
came in from the Ancient City Mon of good buttermilk and butter the
size of an egg. The same rule ap
ELKS WILL LAY THE
day to vote in the election the follow
plies to custard with lemon flavoring.
Inj day.
This is a good way to clean buff
cream-colorewindow shades: BeCORNERSTONE SUNDAY Richard A. Morley arrived this af or
ternoon from his home in Chicago gin by taking off any trimmings there
may be, washing them In hot soapy
and will leave this evening for San water, then
rinsing them In borax waMarcial. He expects to stop off on ter and pressing them on the wrong
MEMBERS OF LAS VEGAS LODGE
his return trip to the Windy City side. Next bake some flour In a dish
WILL PARTICIPATE IN INTERand will spend several days visiting In the oven; lay the blind flat on a
ESTING CEREMONY.
table, dust It with a clean cloth then
old friends.
dip a piece of flannel in the flour and
Take
With impressive
A. A. Stanton and Mr. and Mrs. H. rub the blind evenly with it.
ceremonies the
members of Las Vegas lodge No. 408 W. Cooper left this afternoon over- fresh flour and flannel awhen soiled.
Polish the blind with
clean, soft
of the Benevolent and Protective Or- land for Roswell in their touring cars.
cloth, ,sew on the trimmings again
der of Elks will lay the cornerstone Theiy came in from Denver Satur and replace it In the window.
Hi' their new club house next
Gunday day and have been in Las Vegas since
afternoon. The committee in charge on business and to see the scenery
Brown Kidney Stew.
country.
lias requested Dr. Frank H. H. Rob- in this section of the
From a beef kidney cut off the outt
a
r.
erts, president of the New Mexico
Mrs. I. D. If. Ralph and child and side meat In bits, rejecting tubes and
Normal University, to make an ad- Mrs. c. R.
purplish cores. Cover with cold wa
Durant, both of Philadelday.
ter, heat slowly till
dress. He has consented. Other dedrain,
phia, left this morning for Tucson, add cold water and steaming,
The members of the junior gym
ara
heat
are
second
of
the program
being
tails
Ariz., after a short visit in Las Vegas. time, and again a third time. To
class will take a hike Into the
nasium
the
ranged. They will be announced later They were making the
from the drained kidneys add one cup brown mountains on Saturday, starting from
trip
will
meet
in
The
Elks
in the week.
east in an automobile but broke down sauce, season very highly with table the building at 9 o'clock, and returntheir lodge rooms at 2 o'clock. At at Springer and shipped the car to sauce and catsup and
stand over hot ing some time in the afternoon. The
3 o'clock a procession will be formed
water ten minutes.
their destination.
members are requested to meet in
Brown sauce to be used for kidneys
the Elks marching in a body to the
their quarters at 9 o'clock a. m.,
In
brown
one
on
butN.
of
located
Theodore
saucepan
the
is
Vail, president
tablespoon
new building site, which
their dinners in their knap
bringing
ter
until
but
not
add
dark,
burned;
The ritualistic Western Union Telegraph company,
Ninth and Doug!?
one tablespoon flour; stir and brown sacks.
I
General
cornerstones
Superintend-accompanied by
form for the laying of
An organization was formed among
again. Add gradually one cup stock
will be observed by the lodge, the ent J. C. Nelson, of the Rocky Moun-- I (beef Is best) or hot water and stir the members of the senior gymnasium
who tain division, and several other offi until smooth and thick. Season with class with the
presiding officers officiating. Elks
following officers:
have
cials of the company, passed through salt and pepper and simmer five min Harry Lorenzen, president; Morton J.
to
wish
mementoes
they
have
are re- Las Vegas yestei day afternoon on Mr. utes and pour over the kidney stew. Howell,
Donald
vice president;
placed in the cornerstone
Ruler Vail's private car, Elysian, on a tour
Exalted
Schoeny, secretary, and Juluig Krause,
quested to notify
Fried Chicken.
of inspection. From New Mexico the
treasurer. Things are on the move in
George H. Hunker at once. The pubCut one or two small chickens in this class. There Is great basketball
to
be
present partjy will make a trip into Arizona
lic is cordially invited
and visit the Grand Canyon of the half and dredge with flour. Heat some material among the members of the
and witness the ceremony.
Colorado. Director Glade of the Santa lard until smoking hot, then lay in class. Visitors welcome to the galthe chicken. After the first few min
Fe also passed through Las Vegas yes- utes cook
NEW YORK COTTON.
slowly, turning so it can lery.
same
train
on
the
afternoon
The citizens of Las Vegas may be
w York. Nov. 9. Cotton, spot terday
brown on all sides. When done take
on a trip through
up and place on a platter, pour off all proud of the fact that this Is the only
closed dull, 10 points higher, Mid- in his private car
west. His party will also make the, lard excepting one tablespoonful, city in this state having a Young
dling uplands, 9.40; middling gulf, the
to the Grand Canyon.
the
Our
place this over the five again and add Men's Christian association.
trip
9.70. No gales.
a heaping tablespoonful of flour, stir nearest neighbor Is, perhaps, the asuntil it is brown, then add slowly one sociation of El
Paso, of which we hear
cup of milk, some butter, pepper, and
reports.
good
salt, and let cook five minutes; pour
over the chicken and serve immediately.
Mr. and Mrs. M. B. Mackey and
MUSIC LESSONS OFTEN LOST Mr. and Mrs. Ed L. Kelly and daughter arrived this afternoon from the
Writer Thinks Children Should Have north on their way across-countrEasier Tasks and Shorter Hours
from their home in Youngstown, O.,
of Practice.
to California. They are making the
in a big Winton touring car.
The musical education of the child, trip
in
cases
nine
we must remember, Is,
out of ten, a plus quantity something
in addition to an already complete
course of study laid out by that exacting and often heartless person
It invades
known as the educator.
the play hour, makes it by no means
small exactions upon the already tired
brain, and often proves more destrucand other ills, due to an inactive condi
tive of the central gray matter and
more wearing to the nerves than all
tion of th--' Liver, Stomach and Bow ',
the rest of the child's curriculum put
may be obtained most pleasantly rr.d
together. Think of the poor tortured
most promptly by using Syrup of Figs
on
little spine and the dangling legs
and Elixir of Senna. It is not a new
the high piano stool for an hour at a
and untried remedy, but it used by
stretch! What a nervous strain and
families throughworriment, to drop a note here and
millions of
there, as grandma drops a stitch, and
the world to cleanse and sweeten
out
be obliged to go back again and again
and strengthen the system whenever a
to struggle with the passage until
laxative remedy is needed.
the
all
and
time, fingering, reading
When buying note the full name
technique of execution are pronounced
satisfactory!
of the Company California Fig Syrup
With iess exacting music and shortCo., printed on every package of the
er hours of practice, 1 have no doubt
home baking easy.
be
would
much
as
that
genuine.
progress
quite
and
made by most children In the long
Regular price 50 per hot one size only.
can equal it for making, quickly hot-brearun. Nothing is gained by exhausting
For sale by all leading druggists.
hot biscuit,
delicate
nervous energy and wearing out both
perfectly,
brain and body. Unless a child hag
muffins, cake and pastry.
extraordinary aptitude and an inalienable love for music, "too much of a
good thing," will simply disgust him
or her with the entire study.

CHAS. LEWIS

$3.95
18c
7c

TAILOR FOR MEN
Everything Made at Home.

15c

Stylish and

Up-to-da-

te

Bring in Your Cleaning and Pressing

95c

one-hal-

NEVIN'S PURITY OA MOT

Sterling Silver Picture Frames

$1.00 per pound

15he

AT SCHAEFER'S DRUG STORk
AND GET A BOX OF

603 LINCOLN

WILL DOLL BUILDING

he Rosenthal

15

d

y

o!
Made from piire, grape cream

tartar

FOREMOST
BAKING POWDER

d

IN THE WORLD

Makes

Nothing
ds,

Protects the food from alum.

Want fld.
nabit

:

9

Some habits one should want to break and
all bad habits are bad to keep.
The Want Ad. Habit is the best all round
good habit anyone can have.

Ladies' Misses' and
Children's Coats

Anyone who will read each day The Optic
Want Ad. page with a purpose to select the
best opportunity that he may find and then
follows up the "lead," will surely get quick
success.

Have Arrived

They comprise of
best values
that have ever
been shown in Las

the

The Want Ad. Habit is the one habit that
will help people to get what they want when
they want it.
Telephone your Want Ads.rto The Optic.

Vegas.
Come in and Look at Them
Whether You Buy or Not

tit
'

&

&

0.

ft

PDotte D)ain 2

Hoffman &

Graubarth
EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

Phone Main 104

Surplus

Capital Paid in

$50,000.00

$100,000.00

J. M. CUNNINGHAM,VI.President
e Preildent
PRANK SPRlNdER,

H0SKIN5.

LA

Cahlr

VEGAS

Interest Paid on Time Deposits
OUR.

REPORT

has been a very satisfactory one. The people of this
community have been saving considerable money
within the Ust six months.

THIS SHOWS PROSPERITY
Are you prosperous, and are you one of those who
put their money in a savings bank? The savings
bank protects your money and gives you a profit.
What greater benefit could be had.

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK

cAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC. THUR8DAY,
Estray Advertisement

J5he Optic

uiuy

concern

that the following

de-

Notice is hereby given to whom It scribed estray animal was taken up by
may concern that the following de- J. R. Hartley, La Plata, N. M.
One red steer, 3 years old.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Branded
A. D. Allen, Cubero, N. M.
On right ribs
One sorrel
mare,
pony
about 5 years old.
T.o-wi-

NOVEMBER

THE LOBBY

9, 1911.

RESTAURANT AND CAFE

HORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNER

THE

BEST GOODS

OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

HANDLED

To-wi- t:

WANT
OLUMN
WMftMMs&AMMaM
?AT

CLASSIFIED

b

AOVER

TI8EMENTS
Flvt Mitti par line eacr insertion
Estlc.au tix ordinary worc! to a
Nc ad to occupy lest space than
in
two iinev. All advertisement charged will be booked at space actually
frwt Altl.mt
regard to number of
Caeh In advance preferred.
word

Branded
On right hip
Branded
On left shoulder
Said animal being unknown to this
Roard, unless claimed by owner on or
before Nov. 30 1911, said date being 10
days after last appearance oi this advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE

SANITARY

BOARD,

Albuquerque,

st pub. Nov. 9, last

pub. Nov.

N. M.

2011.

Ear marks

Casimiro Sais, Duranes, N. M.
One yellow mare, 12 years
500 lbs., 10 hands.
Branded
On left hip
OB
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Nov. 30 1911, said date being 10
befoi
last appearance of this adalter
days
vertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.

B5

Main 2.

Wanted

CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
WANTED Two first class solicitors
Albuquerque, N. M.
518
Studio
Sixth
Las
Vegas
Aprly
1st. pub. Nov. 9, last pub. Nov. 20, '11.
be'.v " a the hours of 5 and 6.
A reliable woman to look
Apply over
ooming house.

BUSINESS

Estray Advertisement

, KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Reg
Notice is hereby given to whom it
deular conclave second Tuesthe
concern
that
following
may
Estray Advertisement
scribed estray animal was taken up by
day in each month at Ma
Notice is hereby given to whom it 3 C. Shelton, Pedernal, N. M.
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. C. D.
may concern that the following deOne bay mare, blaze face, Boucher, S. C; Chas. Tamme,
scribed est ray animal was taken up by 8 years old.
1

To-wi- t:

Number.

AND

DIRECTORY

5

bjopi

0

Branded
left hip
Bfl LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO 3,
MASONS Regular
ROYAL ARCH
Said animal being unknown to this
convocation first - Monday
L'oard, unless claimed by owner on or
In each month at Ma
before Nov. 30 1911, said dale being 13
sonic Temple, at 7:30 p.
days after last appearance of this adH.
m. J. A. Rutledge,
sold
will
be
vertisement, said estray
H.
of
Chas.
the
benefit
the
for
P;
Sporleder,
Board
this
by
secretary.
rwner when found.
'
i
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
NO.
O. E.
M
RANSFORD
2,
N.
CHAPTER
Albuquerque,
tn
'11.
S.
Nov.
and
third
Meets
20,
first
Nov.
Fridays
9,
last
pub.
st pub.
Masonic Temple. Mrs. Agnes M.
Tripp, Worthy Matron; Tomas B
Estray Advertisement
Bowen, Worthy Patron; Mrs. MinerNotice is hereby given to whom it
va A. Howell,
Secretary. Phone
may concern that tne toiiowtn aeMain 231, 721 Fourth street.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
J. C. Shelton, Pedernal, N. M.
LODGE
NO.
1,
One bay mare, blaze face, EL DORADO
KNIGHTS
OF PYTHIAS Meets
10 years old.
every Monday eve
Branded
On left hip
ning in Castle Hall.
Visiting Knights are
Also 2 unbranded suckling colts.
invited.
cordiafty
Said animal being unknown to this
Chas. E. Liebsch- Board, unless claimed by owner on or
nier, Cha ncellor
before Nov. 30 1911, said date being 10
Commander.
Harry
ad
this
of
days after last appearance
of
Martin,
Keeper
will
sold
be
said
vertisement,
estray
Records
and
Seal.
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
On

1

building. Visiting members are cor
dially invited. W. R. Tipton, O. K.,
E.

P. Mackel,

MODERN

F. S.

WOODMEN

OF AMERICA

Meet in the forest of brotherlj
love at the Fratetrnal Brotherhood
hall, on the second and fourth Friday of each month at 8 p. m. C. Clay
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. Visit
ing neighbors are especially wet
come and cordially invited.

DENTISTS.
DR. E. L. HAMMOND

Suit

4,

Dentist
Crockett Building. Has phone
at office and residence.

ATTORNEYS

HUNKER & HUNKER
Estray Advertisement
Geo. H. Hunker
Chester A. Hunkeis hereby given to whom it
Rosenihars 5 and 10 cent store.
at Law.
de
concern
the
that
Attorneys
following
may
Las Vegas,
New Mexico
scribed estray animal was taken up hy
HIGHER CLASS or better paying em- Wesner Bros., East Las Vegas, N. M.
ploy mont than that of representing
One brown horse, 5 years
MASSAGE
a leatfijBg nursery company Is not old, 850 lbs., 15 hands.
to
to be had. If you are ambitious
Branded
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER,
beiivi your condition, the oppor-built- )
EL9
On left shoulder
Masseuse and Midwife.
lies before you in entering
Branded
1319
Phone, purple
, .62U1
our eutpfey. Salem Nursery Comt&iC
On left hip
Residenc
918 Lincoln.
pany, yulem, Oregon.
Said animal being unknown to this
Manicuring .md Chiropdy.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Nov. 30 1911, said date being 10
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
NO.
days after last appearance of this ad
LUbAl
BROTHERHOOD,
CAKI)
said estray will be sold
102 Meets every Monday night at
Albuquerque, N. M.
FOR SM,E Legal blanks of all de- vertisement,
by this Board for the benefit of the 1st. pub. Nov. 9, last pub. Nov. 20, '11.
their hall in the Schmidt building,
WEST BOUND
scriptions. Notary seals and rec- owner when found.
west of Fountain Square, at eight
t The Optic office.
ord
Arrive
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
o'clock.
Visiting members are cor- No. 1
Estray Advertisement
1:60 P. M
M.
N.
Albuquerque,
dially welcome. E. E. Gehring, presi 6Mt 3
Notice is hereby given to whom it
ALE 1,000 one and two year
OS
6:15 A. M.
Nov.
Nov.
2011.
1st.
9,
D.
last
pub.
Secre
Mrs.
Emma
pub.
Burks,
dent;
old hropshire rams, all A. No. 1
may concern that the following de
No. 7
5:16 P. M
tary; C. Baily, Treasurer.
C. E. Hartley,
scribed estray animal was taken up by
stock.
No.
Springer.
4:36 P. M
Hi M.
Pedro O. Sanchez, Ooate, N. M.
Estray Advertisement
Depart
Notice is hereby given to whom it
One cow, 5 or 6 years, J. E. ROSEN WALD LODGE NO. 545, No. 1
1:10 P. M
I.
deB.
B.
O. of
Meets every first No. S
r.oo lbs.
OR SAL.E One buckskin mare, left may concern that the following
6:20 A. M
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Tuesday of the month in the vestry No. 7
Branded
;jllt, at auction Saturday
5:40 P. M
N.
8
rooms of Temple Montefiore at
at the city hall.
, at 10 o'cliK'k
Ralph Goodrich, East Las Vegas,
On left ribs
No. i
7:00 P. M
t"".en Coles Marshal.
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
M.
Branded
One dark bay male, 12
invited
Isaac Appel,
cordi:.lly
On left hip
EAST BOUND
1,000
lbs., 14 hands
old,
years
President; Charles Oreenclay, Sec
Arrive
Branded
retary.
Ear mark
No. I
:10 P. M.
On left hip
FOB ,. ,;NT Well furnished room.
No. 4
11:10 P. M
to
I
this
Said
unknown
animal being
Branded
mmum
322 c;rani Ave. Phone Olive 5272.
RED CLOUD TRIBE NO. 4, Red Men No. 8
1:16 A. M.
On left jaw
fgfj Hoard, unless claimed by owner oa or
Meet in Fraternal Brotherhood No. 10
1:46 P. Y.
30
10
Nov.
said
date
Said
1911,
to
before
animal
thin
being
i'Ofit k.;NT Five room house partly
being unknown
hall. A. M. Adler, Sachem; David
Depart
furn 'tied if desired.
Apply 920 Board, unless claimed by owner on or days after last appearance of this adFlint, chief of records and collector No t
:16 P. M
before Nov. 30 1911, said date being 10 vertisement, said estray will be sold
Vr
is,
of wampum.
brother
Visiting
No. 4
11:20 P. M.
days after last appearance of this ad by this Board for the benefit of the
welcome.
No 8
1:26 A. M
FOR bALB Kellerstrasse White Or- vertisement, said estray will be sold owner when found.
No. 10
1:10 P. M
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
pingtons, breeding pen, four pullets, by this Board for the benefit of the
I. O. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
i
and ockerel, $25.00. This pen was owner when found.
Albuquerque, N. M.
1.
Meets every Monday evening at
J. E. Parker, 2021 No., 10th St., Ft,
nwardad two ribbons at the late
1st. pub. Nov. 9, last pub. Nov. 2011.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
their
ha'l on Sixth street. All visit- Smith, Ark., says that he had taken
Boswell lair. This is a great opporAlbuquerque, N. M.
many kinds of kidney medicine, but
ing brethren cordially invited to
tunity for one who wants to start 1 st. pub. Nov. 9, last pub. Nov. 2011.
Eackaciie, Headache, Nervousness
did not get better until he took Foley
RoN.
A.
men
and
T.
Carl Wertz,
and
G.;
a nice little business. M. FbwUc
rheumatism, both in
Kidney Pills. No matter how long
mean
women,
kidney trouble. Do not
RoBv. oll, N. M.
gers, V. G.; T. M. Elwood, Secretary you have had kidney trouble, you will
Estray Advertisement
allow it to progress beyond the reach
W. E. Crites, treasurer; C. V. Hedg-coc- find quick and permanent benefit bv
Notice is hereby given to whom it of medicine but stop it promptly with
the use of Foley Kidney Pills. Start
cemetery trustee.
may concern that the following de Foley Kidney Pills. They regulate
taking them now.
action of the urinary organs.
scribed estray animal was taken up by the
Tonic in action, quick in results. O.
Adolfo Ortega, El Rito, N. M.
G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
LOST Dull silver brooch set with
6
One light bay
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver
mare,
garnets. Return to this office.
Tablets do not sicken or gripe, and
years, 550 lbs., 4 feet, 5 inches.
may be taken with perfect safety by
Branded
the most delicate woman or the
On right hip
A HOUSEHOLD MEDICINE
youngest child. The old and feeble
That fctops coughs quickly and cures
will also find them a most suitable
Branded
Comand
is
Tar
colds
Foley's Honey
remedy for aiding and strengthening
On left shoulder
2526
JefferMrs.
Anna
Pelzer,
their weakened digestion and for regpound.
Said
to
"I
thlB
So.
animal
unknown
son St.,
Omaha, Neb., says:
being
ulating the bowels. For sale by all
and
can it ummend Foley's Honey
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
sure
cure
a
as
for
Tar Compound
before Nov. 30 1911, said date being 10
There is little danger from a cold
coug'.ih ,nd colds. It cured my daughand
;
cold
c
bad
er
my neighbor, days after last appearance of this ad- or from an attack of the grip except
herself
cured
and her vertisement, said estray will he sold when followed by pneumonia, and this
Mrs. Bfiison,
whole ft rally with Foley's Honey and by this Board for the benefit of the never happens when Chamberlain's
PHONE MAIN 227
Tar Coirpound. Everyone in our owner when found.
Cough Remedy is used. This remedy
hood
of
it."
has won its great reputation and exneigUbi.
speaks highly
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
O. G. Schafer and Red Cross Drug
tensive sale by its remarkable cures
of colds and grip and can be relied
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st. pub. Nov. 9, last pub. Nov. 20, '11. upon wth implicit confidence. For
A MAIL CARRIER'S LOAD
sale by all druggists.
Seems heavier when he hat; a weak
Advertisement
Dueh
and
trouble.
Fred
back
Estray
"T am pleased to recommend Chamkidney
ren, Mnil Carrier at Atchison, Kas.,
Notice is hereby given to whom it berlain's Cough Remedy as the best
kidwith
have been bothered
eays:
may concern that the following de- thng I know of and safest remedy for
ney and bladder trouble and had a scribed
colds and bronchial trouble,"
estray animal was taken up by courrhs,
Whenacross
severe pan
my back.
writes Mrs. L. B. Arnold of Denver,
O.
1
d
M.
Pedro
N.
load
ever carri. a heavy
of mail,
Sanchez, Ocate,
Colo. "We have lied it repeatedly
my kidney trouble increased. Some
Ope white face cow, 5 or and it has never failed to give relief."
KidI
time a ,0, started taking Foley
For sale by all druggists.
6 years, 600 lbs.
ney PPIs and since taking them I have
Branded
gotten entirely rid of all my kidney
"I 5o nor relieve there Is any other
On left ribs
trouble and am as sound now as
medicine so eood for whooping cough
ever." O. G. Schaeter and Red Cross
Branded
as Chamberlain's Cough Remedy,"
Drug Co.
riTl loft hlr
writes Mrs. Francis Turpin, Junction
Classified ads. search out the people to whom among all
City, Ore. This remedv Is also un
COUGHING AT NIGHT
Ear mark
for colds and croup. For
surpassed
of
those
who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most.
Means loss of sleep which Is bad for
sale by all dminrlsts.
everyone.
Foley's Honey and Tar
Said animal being unknown to this
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to tome-on- e
Compound stops the cough at once, Board, unless claimed
by owner on or
who
reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
relieve; the tickling and dryness In
the throat and heals the inflamed mem- before Nov. 30 1911, said date being 10 Pocahontas has just saved John
of
hear
your
life.
Smith's
property unless it were advertised here.
brane prevents a cold developing In- days after last appearance of this adto bronchitis or pneumonia. Keep al- vertisement, said
"Too
she
"that
muttered,
bad,'
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
estray will be sold
ways in the bouse. Refuse substinot been in
are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
tutes. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross by this Board for the benefit of the moving pictures have
(and
vented."
owner when found.
Drug Co.
used
machinery and furniture articles of usefulness of any
Whereupon she submitted to a colCATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
and
musical instruments.
sort,
umn
interview
for the Pottawattomy
Maud Did Alice say
anything
Albuquerque, N. M.
Warcry.
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all
about me during her call yesterday? 1st pub. Nov. 9, last pub. Not. 2011.
Eth( ! Oh, no : she's a nice girl,
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
Alice. If she en speak well of any
Estray Advertisement
best markets!
People who continually find fault
Notice is hereby given to whom It seldom find time
one she says not.'iing at all.
for anything else.
WANTED
at:...

i

Notice

Have
Your

.

To-wi- t:

e'

SOCIETY

Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
A. F. A B. P. O. ELKS
Meets second and
before Nov. 17, 1911, said date being 10 CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2,
fourth
comM.
A.
Tuesday
evening of oacb
adRegular
days after last appearance of this
month at O. R. C. hall.
Visitln
munication
and
first
sold
will
be
said
vertisement,
estray
brothers are cordially invited. Geo
third Thursday in each
by this Board for the benefit of the
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D. W
month. Visiting brothowner when found.
Condon, Secretary.
ers
invited.
cordially
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
H.
Chas.
M
W.
N.
H.
William
M.;
Stapp,
Albuquerque,
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
1st pub. Oct. 27, last pub. Nov. 7, 1911. tiporleder, Secretary.
.
NO. 804.
Meets second and fourth
in O. R. C. hall. Pioneer
Thursday
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,

-
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For Rent
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TEAM
THEM

of School

Shows That De- elre for Knowledge Has Kept Better Than Abreast of Growth

l

In

SATURDAY
1,e

Population.

York.

The schools of the
country are opening this month and
wiut an increased attendance which
football team 1.Tipton, the Nor- - hows that the
.for
American
on the flalahin.,
ut"ng education has kept ahead thirst
of
the
rowth In population " This was said
by a manager of the largest teachers'
agency in the country, who from the
nature of his work is in touch with the
lo1 educational
team seem excelled
situation all over the
WUh
Two
the "Hasbeens"
wll
Incidentally, he added that
ow- - country.
ed up the weak
ood times were ahead for the memx. .
"nal bers of the teaching profession.
suud and ttte hav. kIT
The last school census showed that
strength
ened. .Much of the practice has
20.000,000 were enrolled In the various
tackling, asm the
institutions of the country. While no
of play, thl. ,8
figures for the present year are obthe
sent la points, in
tainable, 1t la estimated that common
schools alone have at least 18,000,000

ader th. aupervi.loa
ct dciua, Baker
'

"T"'

5.

l8

newe

pupils.
MoBt of the public schools in the
north and east open soon after Labor
day. The exceptions are some schools
In uorthern New Kngland, where, owing to the hard winters and the difficulties of transportation, sessions are
held only In the spring and autumn.
In the far south the heat delays
school openings, and In some districts
pupils do not return until November.
The latest institutions to begin the
year's work are some of the southern
mission schools, which depend mainly
upon teachers from the north. Ses
sions there are postponed until late In
the fall, bo that the northern teachers
may not be subjected to the unaccustomed climate.
Most of the colleges and universities
will have begun work by the first of
October As a rule the state universi
ties and normal schools start earlier
than the universities privately endowed and have longer terms.
At the teachers' agencies here It Is
said that the demand for more and
better teachers is accompanied by In
creases In the cost of tuition. This
Is especially true of the
private
schools,
the boarding
especially

ana are sure t tack
play the ends.
The back field Is fast
Ellis, when
Playing in left fleW for the Maroons
was acknowledged as one
of the fastest men in the state. In football
togs
the same can be said of him. Both
Koogler and Hayward, the other
backs, are speedy. They are
the
surest tackles on the team. Hosklns
the quarter back, has put the team
through signal work In fine style and
the Normal team hopes to pull off
some classy trick formations In the
game on Saturday afternoon. Under
the tutelage of Coach Tipton, Kills
.
-v.v.vira u a unity ror booting
tne ball and, If occasion demands,
will be called upon for punts.
Though
the real quality of the Albuquerque
ooys Is not known, they have shown
up well in practice with the team schools.
from New Mexico University and the
"Two or three years ago," said one
game on Saturday should be one of teachers' agency manager, "a boy
the best ever seen in the Meadow could be sent to a very good boarding
school for 300 or $600 a year. Now
City. The boys from the Duke City the
charge at such Instituwill either come to Las Vegas on tions average
Is $700 or $800.
train No. 2 tomorrow night, so that
"The colleges that charge tuition of
they can work out Saturday morning course do not depend upon these fees
or on train No. 10 on the day of the for support; nevertheless
of
many
them have raised
their
tuition
game.
charges on an average of $25 a year.
Tickets for the game were placed The
boarding school business
on sale yesterday and the indications must private
be profitable, for the number of
are that a large crowd of football establishments Is Increasing.
fans will go to Amusement park to
"This, of course, is good for our
mm two ( business, for it quickens the demand
witness the cxntt Th
iwnwi uo raises salaries. TCe
kinds of tickets, one for the students
of all of the schools, selling at 35 only educational institutions that are
declining are the
cents. Tickets are in the hands of seminaries. The free state schools day
are
cents. Tickets are in the hands of fast driving them out."
the students of the Normal UniverFAVORITE
sity and can be secured from them.
MASCOT IS DEAD
ling.

Z
They

TEACHERS MEET IN TOPEKA
Topeka, Kans., Nov. 9. The school
teachers of Kansas, nearly 1,000 In
number, rounded up In Topeka today
for the annual convention of their
state association. The sessions will
continue two days and will have Bran-de- r
Matthews of New York and other
noted educators and scholars among
the speakers.

of the Battleship
Louisiana, Passes Away Known
to Crowned Heads.

Billy, the Comedian

Norfolk, Va. Billy, the mascot of
the battleship Louisiana, the comedian
of the fleet, is dead. Billy made President Taft laugh heartily when he
made a trip to Panama some time
ago. The sailors loved Billy, and to
his memory they have dedicated a
space on their lockers and chests, on
which appears this epithet:
"Gone, but not forgotten, born at
Norfolk, Va., April 10, 1908; died at
sea September 6, 1911. Hilly was recruited and enlisted at Norfolk on
April 28, 1P09, and served his country
faithfully tor more man two yea ra
He war, one of the most renowned

NATIONAL BEAGLE TRIALS
Va., Nov. 9 The

Shadwell,

twenty-sec-

annual field trials of the
National Beagle club of America were
started here today with the running
of the Pack stakes. Many prominent
sportsmen from a distance are here
ne of the
and all signs point to
most successful meets in the history
of the organization.

-

ond
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"
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woman's heart responds to

thn hlTOfV nf ttlP TlflVV Hp
knQwn tQ tne rulei.s aml
crownea heads of Europe, had been
admired by the president of the Unl- ted State?, the czar of Russia, the
emperor of Germany, king of Denmark
and king of Sweden.
"His shaggy coat had be encaressed
by the fairest hands of fhe United
States and Europe. Hilly was a good
shipmate and a sai'.or of the old school.
He died after a short illnes after an
overindulgence of Portland cement
and Insulation tape. He was buried
mqonnt,'
wag we

'

trt

Every
baby's at sea September
the charm and sweetness of a her
for in peace."
voice, because nature intended
even the
loving
motherhood. But
nature of a mother shrinks from the

ordeal because such a time is regarded as a period of suffering and danger.
Women who use Mother's Friend are
saved much discomfort and suffering,
and their systems, being thoroughly
are
prepared by this great remedy,
in a healthy condition to meet the
time with the least possible suffering
Mother's Friend is
and danger.
recommended only for the relief and
comfort of expectant mothers ; it is in
no sense a remedy for various ills,
but its many years of success, and
the thousands of endorsements received from women who have used it
are a guarantee of the benefit to be
derived from its use. This remedy
does not accomplish wonders but simwork.
ply assists nature to perfect its
Mother's Friend allays nausea, pre
vents caking of
the breasts, and
in every way -

Mother-

.

HE

MEANT

FEET

6, 1911.

Billy was a goat.

liequlescat

THE WAY NOWADAYS

MESSENGER BOYS

A

MISUNDERSTANDING

ARE ADEPTS IN

recently who has lately come back
from Europe, "and It Is really impossible to get a decent cigar at retail
at anything like a fair price. I know
of three places In Paris where you
can get good cigars by the box, one.
which for many years was under the
Grand hotel and la now across the
boulevard from It; another lu the
Rue 8te. Henore, near the bottom of
the Avenue de l'Opera, and the other
In the Champs Ely sees, a little below
Hlx- - I'roiussor Knowltt made
the Flysee Palace hotel
bad
' When 1
started for Paris from Lou- break lu hi apeech before the Worn
don 1 had forty cigars iu a box which tn's Literary club.
hut
'
did he say?
had cost me just
had bought
His He ..iii lhat women were
them in London, thinking that as In
to leave Urge footprints lu the
(he past I would be allowed to take
forty cigars in at Boulogne free of sands uf lime.
An American who lives in
duty.
London1 told me on the channel boat
SISTERLY LOVE
that a new law prohibited the admission of more than ten free of duty.
'But,' he added, 'the duty Is so small
that you need not be alarmed '
"Now, long experience has taught
me that the moment you declare anything to a French customs officer you
lay yourself open to trouble. It you
tell him you have anything dutiable
he ia very apt to make a thorough
search. 1 remember that once I
bought a box of twenty-fivcigars at
Baden Baden and declared them when
1 reached
French Aglncourt, with the
result that not only did the customs
man go minutely through all my band
luggage, but actually
searched my

GRAFTING
(Continued from Page Two).

They'd try to pump us boys. But we
never told anything. The money was
too easy.
Taking notes from mashers to the
theater stage door kept us busy at
other times. A masher is a soft mark.
He tips high. And there are two ends
to every mash note call. As often as
not the chorus girl hauds out a Up,
too. There was one boy, a pitiful looking little kid, who had a habit of cryin-like a baby when he gave a note
',
to a girl. Usually he'd get away with
a dollar of her money by saying he
supported his mother. They're a good
hearted lot, those girls.
At last 1 got my chance. I had
been a messenger about two years
uud had grown a bit. The iualu office needed a lot of extra boys for a
busy week. I was sent down, and
they kept me there. Of course, they
did. I had been wanting the shift too
long not to make good. Right from
the start I made a study of the business. I'd heard how messenger boys
got to be brokers, or bankers, or railroad presidents. I thought I might as
well polut at gome of the high places.
Perhaps I'll never land one, but again
I may.
Anyway I learned enough as a
messenger to he a sight better off
B t
than some fellows who've
been
-'
How
will your being
Fargorna through college Ralph H. Graves in
the Chicago Tribune
sister to mu benefit me?
Miss Flurter Oh, It will provide
you with a good many brothers.
ANOTHER PANAMA TRIP
New York, Nov. 9. Nearly a score
of members of the committee on apBROKE A LEG
propriations of the house of repre
sentatives, departed today on a three
weeks' jaunt to Panama and Cuba.
At the isthmus the congressmen will
inspect the progress of work on the
canal and fortifications. On the way
home they will stop at Havana with
a view to determining the advlsahil:
ity of further appropriations to raise
the wreck of the Maine.

s
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pockets.

'However, at Calais I declared my
forty cigars and handed them to the
'douanier,' at the same time remind
ing him that ten cigars were exempt.
He immediately
demanded to see
the cigars and carried them off In
triumph to the bead official. Then
he came back and probed ray valises.
"Well, they Boaked me $2.37 duty
on the thirty cigars, which was actually more than tney had cost me.
When
reached Paris and. the officers
asked me If there was anything dutiable in my trunk i said, 'No,' and it
was not opened.
"The next day

I wa6
passing the
cigar shop opposite the Grand hotel
and was surprised by the cheapness
of cigarB that were exposed in the
I went in, filled with
show windows.
remorse that
had even condemned
the French method of telling cigars,
and found that the cigars in the windows were in a sense a hoax. The
retail price was quoted, but you could
not buy at that price unless you took
a box."
1

DOCTOR LOSES

HIS IDENTITY

California Physician Returns to Hotel
Sane Mustache and Almost Losea
Ticket and Train.
Los Angeles, Cal "Shave it off,"
said Dr W. C. Smith of Redlands. Cal.,
to a barber when asked whether he
wanted his mustache left on. Only a
short time previously the physician
had purchased his ticket for home,
and, on returning to the hotel, left it,
with papers, with the cashier. After
leaving the shop he called for his ticket, intending to go to the depot. He
was now shorn of his mustache, and
also was wearing a dark suit.
"I'm sorry, but 1 can't deliver these
to anyone except Dr. Smith," said the
cashier.
"But I'm Dr. Smith, I left them
here not more than two hours ago,"
replied the anxious physician.
"Dr. Smith has a mustache and
wears a light suit," said the cashier.
"I know, but I had my mustache
shaved off and I have more than one
suit," he replied.
A bell boy near by, who had received a generous tip from the physician, came to his rescue about this
time and identified the "gentleman
at the window" only when the doctor
had just time enough to catch his
train.

EATS RECORD FOR ONE MEAL
George Murdoch, Oiler of the U. S. 3.
Chester, Stores Away Unheard-o- f
Quantity of Food.

three-quarter-

.

d

j.
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TO DEDICATE MONUMENT8
Boston, Nov. 9. Headed by Governor Fobs, a large delegation of members of the Grand Army and of pa-

"I made a splendid agreement with
Hobbs today."
"What was It?"
"I'm to let him have the exclusive
use of my automobile, and he's to
pay for halt of the repairs and gaso-

meek-lookin-

H

FORCE OF HABIT
STRIKES AND SPARES

Hlx
DIx
Hlx

He figured In many strikes.
Baseball umpire?
No, he's a champion bowler.

He Fitzgerald had to give up
Ing golf.
She Why so?
He He had played football for
long that he couldn't help
the balls.
e

IN THE REALM OF FICTION

I

HAPPENS

Poor Old Robinson Crusoe What'
your name?
The Stranger Friday,
Poor Old Robinson Crusoe Thanh
heaven that It Isn't the 13th of the7
month.
TAKING

ADVICE

ONE
WOMAN

Health

and

I
!

OFTEN

g

HOW

Her

"I guess that felow Is color bllnd-"What makes you think so?"
"I told him that i would like to seel
his proposition in back and whiter
ud he showed 5y a blueprint."

line"

triotic societies left Boston this afternoon
for the south to attend the
Manager How's the new fullback
dedication next week of the monu
coming along T
Captain of the Football Team Oh, ments erected by the state of Mass
he can t kick.
chusetts on the battlefield of Peters
burg and at Valley Forge.
HER VACATION OVER
"Did you ever notice," said Walter
Grimes, "how a fellow, when he once
gets 'balled up' and says the wrong
thing has a tendency to get In deeper and deeper?
"A friend was just telling me of
his experience in attending a reception In Indianapolis some time ago.
During the progress of the function
an elaborately gowned woman sang
for the guests. Her voice wasn't
anything to brag on, and my friend,
who Is very plain spoken, turned to
little man sitting at
a
his right and asked in a low voice,
'Who was that old hen who has just FlrBt Doctor What was the most
Johnson What makes you look so
for us .
llfllcult stage In the operation that
Is your vacation squawked
grummy, Jones?
" 'That, replied the man addressed, rou performed on Old Skinflint?
over?
Second Doctor Collecting tho bllL
Jones No; I did not have a vaca- 'Is my wife.'
your
It
Is
'Oh,
friend
and
wife
but
over,
gasped,
"My
did,
my
tion,
HOW IT HAPPENED.
pardon,' he stuttered. 'She's really a
and I
rather nice looking woman
WHAT HE LEARNED
know she'd sing beautifully if she
had mado a better selection of hor
Who do you suppose ever
music.
wrote a rolton song like that?'
" 'I am (he author of that song,' replied the meek looking little man."

Boston. "Four hogs wouldn't have
done It." said the waiter.
"Do what?" was asked.
"Eat . what George Murdock, oiler
of the U. S. S. S. Chester, ate for luncheon."
"What did he eat?"
"This is all:
Papa Well, Tommy, what did you
"Five dozen scrambled eggs.
learn at Sunday school today?
"Four pigs' feet.
Tommy (aged five) That I've got
"Two large orders of sauerkraut, ag- to sell four tickets for the fair, give
60 cents to the missionary society and
gregating one pound.
"One order of steak smothered In that Jonah swallowed the whale.
onions, weighing very nearly half a
pound.
HARD ON HIM
'One double extra sirloin
steak,
s
over
a
of
weighing
pound.
"Two wedges of squash pie, with In-

d

BRADHELD

THOUGHT

Me

Remarkable Nest of Wasps.
Liverpool. A remarkable nest of
wasps has been discovered on the
Bedfordshire estate of Lord Ampthill,
where a man, using three wire wasp
traps has caught over 4,000 wasps.
The nest consisted of six tiers,
which stood six and a half Inches
high, and measured eight and a half
inches across.
cidental cheese.
"Four cups of coffee.
The cells contained grubs and
"Five steins of beer during the meal
young wasps in different stages of
growth. An elm tree near by was (no record of those taken before and
covered with wasps in clusters vary- after)
"One jigger of brandy.
ing in size from that of walnut to that
"Three tablets of strychnine.
of a tennis ball.
"Bread and butter."
"Well. I am glad he did it," said the
Woman Builds House Unassisted.
Mass.
Although she stranger.
Wakefield,
never drove a nail until three months
Mule Scalps Boy.
ago. Miss Henrietta Boyes has Just
Eleven-year-olLouisville,
Ky.
completed the building of a bungalow
The building has five Cherles Polk, playing In the garden
unassisted.
tocontributes
floors of his father's home at Jefferson, got
rooms and bath, hardwood
and all modern improve- too close to the steel-shofamily mule.
throughout
Mother's Friend is sold ments. While engaged In the heavy Today his scalp was sewed
motherhood.
on. Fiffree
our
for
Write
at drug stores.
carpenter work Miss Boyes donned teen stitches were necessary to hold
mothers.
book for expectant
the warlock in place.
overalls and jumper.
REGULATOR CO.. AtUata. Ga.
-

I
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fw Good Teachers
New York
The cigars you buy la
Greater Than Ever Before.
France are notorious," said a smoker

BUNCH
NORMAL

COSTLY

NOVEMBER

to Take Along
j Duty la Hijh
off car Alert.

Cutjr j

De-nan- d

ARE
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Strength Back

Again by The Use of Cardui.

"Poor man! How did you become a
;ramp?"
"I wus a war correspondent In
Tampa, Fla. In a letter from this
mum. I got so used ter doing
city, Mrs. K. C. Corum writes: "I was
all weakened and worn out with wo- outhln' dat I hain't been no good
manly troubles. My husband brought ilnce."
me Borne Cardui as a tonic, and, from
the flrBt day, it seemed to help.
I had almost lost my reason, but,
HAD CAUGHT THEM.
thanks to Cardui, I did not. Soon, I
felt and looked like a new woman. I
I
think the remedy is wonderful.
recommend it to my friends, for I have
received great benefit from It."
Cardui acts specifically on the weak
ened womanly organs, strengthening
the muscles and nerves, and building
them up to health.
nerIt helps to refresh the worn-ou- t
vous system and relieves the effects of
overwork, both mental and physical.
Fifty years' successful use fully
prove the merit of this purely vegetable, tonic remedy for women.
In every community, there live some
who have been benefited by Cardui.
The beneficial effects of this time
tested woman's remedy, soon show
The Poet, (with book of poems)
In many different ways.
These are the fierce wild fancies of themselves
It
Try
He (after he had kissed her) My I
my throbbing brain.
ft. B. Write to: Udfet' Advhory Dtet.. Chattv what's that noise back of usf
The Critic 1 didn't know your writMtdklnt
Tenn..
for
Co.,
Chattamxw.
nooga
Special
She I guess papa's trying his new
Horn
Treatment
ings were wild. I'd always heard them Inttmrtimi, and
book,
tar Woman." atnUn plain wrapper on rtutu
called quite tame.
motion picture machine.
Man-;huri-

She What do you think of advicel
He (a druggist) It's better to shake)

before taking.

THERE ARE OTHERS.

Teacher What Is Talersrd unite
Ity noted for?
Tommy For Ub football team.

0

METHODIST

LOCAL NEWS

Quick Lunch, Quickly Prepared

A

NOVEMBER

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTiC. THURSDAY,

UftMT

is our

CLAM CHOWDER
Ready to serve immediately after heating.

Burnam

(8l

Morrill Brand

Packed in Tins, Gross Weight,

15

12

ounces

cents per Can

Large Cans, Solitaire Brand, First Quality

40 cents per Can

IKE DAVIS
Screened ami Lump Raton Cerrillos

COAL AMD WOOD
WHOLESALE AMD RETAIL

Anthracite

Coal, all sizes

root oMmln Dm

Steam

Coal

Sawed Wood and Kindling

Always get the best at Nolette's
TOPEKA
barber shop.

ESTABLISHED 1876

The

Bank

OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON ttAYNOLDS, President
- - Cashier
E. D. RAYNOLDS,
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Pomsstio and Foreign Exchange.
A

RESIDENT ASKS 150.000
FOR ALLEGED DEFAMATION
OF CHARACTER

0t

'!!

Tor, Kan., Nov. 8. The controversy between Mrs. Carrie E. Cope, of

R. B. Schoonmaker Is local agent
for the Northewestern Mutual Life In- Topeka and Bishop David H. Moore,
o fthe Methodist Episcopal ohurch.
surance company.
reached a crisis this afternoon, when
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged salt was filed in the Shawnee county
in the wood. Direct from distillery district court by Mrs. Cope against
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
the bishop for $50,000 damages.
Mrs. Cope alleges that a letter by
Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Kennedy left
Bishop Moore was calculated to inthis afternoon for Albuquerque and jure her "as a citizen, as a wife, as a
will return to Las Vegas tomorrow mother and as a Christian."
She de
humiliated, pain
been
has
sahe
clare
The Fraternal Order of Eagles will
ed and hurt and that she Is entitled
meet this evening at 8 o'clock. All
to damages.
members are urged to be present, as
The suit followed the meeting of
important business will be transacted. the fourth Methodist bishops, Charles
W. Smith, of Portland, Ore.: Jatm
The Catholic ladles will serve
F. Berry, of Buffalo, N. Y.; lolm 1.
at
Thanksgiving dinner at the armory
of Omaha, and David M
12 o'clock. Also give a ball the same Nuelsen,
Moore
of
Cincinnati, O.. Iiore today
evening. Music by Mrs. Simmerson
The meeting which was MMM
to settle the dif
Trouble on the Coast lines result- closed doors, failed
Manv persons Interested in
ficulty.
hours
several
ed in train No. l(r being
beforo th
late this afternoon and made it neces- the controversy appeared
and it. was hoped early In tin
bishops
Albusary to run a stub between
day that the trouble could be avert
querque and La Junta.

Elisio Padilla was arrested yesterday on the charge of drunkenness
and when summoned before Judge D.
R, Murray this morning pleaded guilty
and was released upon the payment of
the costs.
William Shillinglaw, secretary of
the Business Men's association of Las
Vegas, is confined to his bed today
with a severe cold but his condition
is not serious and he will be out again
in a few days.

W. C ON D ON

First National

SUED BY A WOMAN

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera Bar.

EXTRA QUALITY

BISHOP

The Aid society of the Christian
church held its regular monthly social
meeting this afternoon at the home of
Mrs. S. E. Mills, 1119 Eleventh street.
A large number of members of the
congregation and their friends enjoyed the afternoon.
One of the windows on the west
side of the Castle High school was
broken this morning by the heavy
wind that prevailed throughout the
entire day. Though tumbleweed and
dirt were blown all around the streets
no damage was reported.

William E. Roberts has filed a land
entry in the Santa Fe land office.
Alice D. Kerr, Watrous; John Bowman, Juan B. Sanchez, Maria de J.
M. Medina and Dolores Soltana, of
Mountainair, are others who have
placed filings with the land office.

semi-annu-

Bran

BARGAIN

A

Shorts
and all kinds of Grain, May
and Alfalfa at

Cooking Figs

Roller Mills

Las Vegas

The Clothes
You Dread
to Wash
and iron are the flat pieces,
the big and heavy counterpanes, shept&, tablecloths, bolster cases, pillow ..cases, etc.,
and the innumerable
small
pieces that take up so much
time, the napkins, towels, rags,
etc

quickly and cheaply.
A few
cents a piece is the

charge.

Just Received

. H.

FRESH DRIED FRUIT
Viz:

LOGANBERRIES

SHELLED WALNUTS

RASPBERRIES

SHELLED PECANS

PRUNES all

SHELLED ALMONDS

sizes

PEACHES
ORDERS TAKEN FOR COOKING

Stearns

PURE THING3

TO

EAT

darning

Laundry
Phone Main

81

617 Douglas

"Holeproof" Hose
There are no conditions!!

11
Holeproof

hosiery

Company

We Always Have

507 Sittb

5 PERRY

Q

ONION &

SONEje

except that you shall put
the whole 6 pairs into use.
.'oHi

carry them in black,
in light and heavy weight.
We

Also in colors.

A

new pair

for every pair showing a
necessity tor darning within 6 months.

M.

GREENBERGER
Exclusive Agent

For Eighteen Cents
you can have a twenty candle

power lamp burn forty hours.
It's cheaper than oil lamps.
Then too, it's better service.
No

odorNo dirty handsNo

chimneys to clean. Let us
tell you of the house wiring
on payments.

Las Vegas Light and
Power Co.

The Election is Over
Now Let's Talk Business
We are prepared to furnish that home
complete at the lowest cash price, or on

our easy payment plan of a few dollars
down and a few dollars now and then.
Have that happy home now!

BIDS FOR SUPPLIES FOR NEW
MEXICO PENITENTIARY
Bids for supplies for the New Mexico penitentiary for six months ending May 31, 1912, will be opened and
awarded by the Board of Commissioners on Friday, December 8th,
1911; all samples must be delivered
to the superintendent's
not
office,
later
than 9 a. m. Friday, December 8th, 1911. Specifications and
proposal blanks will be furnished on

J.

application to the superintendent at
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
CLEOFES ROMERO,
Superintendent.

C.

Johnsen & Son

Hams For Sale
350 Head of Rambouillet and Delaine Merino Rams

If money talks it must be in silvery
tones, for we are told that silence is
golden.

USE OUR

These rams are specially bred for range purposes and bv one

the best breeders in the United States. We have had them at I
ourrancn since tne 1st of July. They are in fine shape for service
thisfall. Would be pleased to meet parties at any of the trains
stopping at our station, Shoemaker, and show them the rams.
For further particulars address,
J. P. Van Houten Crt.
Shoemaker, N. M. I
of

"Sanitary"Bakery
It it may be termed a scieHce

The
"Baked in a sanitary oven in
a sanitary

way.''

Freeh Every Day

it is in order to plant hardy flowers and vegetable plants and bulbs.
Shasta Daisies, Peonies, Tulips, Hyacinths, Narcissus
.

every

box of 6 pairs of

Science of
Selling

Farms

BOUCHER'S
(The Coffee Man.)

must

include a means of presenting the
proposition to the greatest number
of prospective buyers.

To reach this

class in the southwest use the

OPTIC

WANT COLUMNS

to Work

alto
Winter Onion and Rhubarb Roots

joes with

al

Las Vegas Steam

1.

the Beat of Everything
Eatable

absolute guarantee of
6 months wear without
An

Goods

Now That the Soil Is Dry Enough

BAGS

The Graaf & Hayward Co.

SIX PAIRS FOR $1.50

semi-annu-

Why bother with them? We
will oo these satisfactorily,

10c per pound

Phone Main 131

Holeprooftiosiery

one-hal-

A large crowd enjoyed the dance
"DAVID H. MOORE. '
given by the boys of Company H. last
r
S.
"P.
Will
return the papers
night at the armory. They have been
the
bishops
'meeting.'
dances
holding
every Wednesday and
Mrs. Murray provided a deed of
Saturday night with great success.
With a continuance of the success it trust to property she owned in Caliis their intention to give these dances fornia, valued at $20,000. The deed
during the entire winter. The next
baile is Saturday night.

Chop

was to H. X. Jackson, an attorney of
Atchison county. On her death, the
deed provided that half the property
should go to the Women's Foreign
Missionary society and the other was
to go to the Women's Home Missionary society cthe "Kansas conference
of the Methodist church.
There was no such society, the
e to which Mrs. Murray belonged
eiBg the "oWmen's Missionary soMethodist
the
of
Episcopal
ceity
church of the Kansas conference."
Later Mrs. Cope and others are said
to have organized and incorporated a
society named in accordance with the
terms of Mrs. Murray's bequest.

Newspapers throughout the southern states soon will begin carrying
many columns of advertising for New
Mexico. H. R. Hening, secretary of
the bureau of immigration and head of
the New Mexico Publicity association,
has arranged for these advertisements
at the sugestion of a number of south
erners who recently came to New
Mexico to locate and who have been
so pleased with the country that they
desire to interest their old friends and
neighbors In the new state. Mr. Hen
ing has asked the newspapers of
New Mexico to urge their readers, especially those who are members of
tin- publicity
association, to make
early replies to any requests for In
formation that may come from the
southern slates as the result of the
ed.
advertising campaign. He would be
The four bishops left tonight for glad, also, if the bureau of immigraDenver to look after church matters tion were informed of all such in
there. The letter to which Mrs. Cope quiries.
objected, dated Abilene. Kan., March
18, 1911, was addressed to an official
Dr. Louis Schrieber, who during the
of the Women's Home Missionary so years of 1896 and 1897 was rabbi of
the Jewish congregation of Las Vegas
ciety of the church, and follows:
"It is Friday and Mrs. Cope has not is a visitor in the Meadow City and
appeared. I have carefully gone over will occupy his old place in the pulpit
all my papers, conferred with the of Temple Montifiore at the services
cabinet and with Mrs. Knostman and on Friday evening at 8 o'clock. Dr.
the officers of the auxiliary and pon Schreiber was one of the principal
derefl the situation. I think you will speakers on the occasion of the lay
never see a cent of the bequest and ing of the cornerstone of St. An
a dangerous precedent will be estab- thony's sanatorium and will be relished unless you energetically sus membered by many for his fine ora
tain the Kansas conference in push tory.
ing the matter to a legal conclusion.
The Knights of Columbus will hold
No society authorized by the church,
their
regular meeting this evening in
can
however, incorporated,
rightfully
rooms in the O. R. C. hall
supplant your auxiliary. This, the their lodge
of importance will be tran
Business
to
and
undertaken
has
do
secretary
sacted and it is expected that a large
this only.
"What complicates the situation is number of the members of the coun
the fact that Mrs. Cope, apart from cil will be present.
this holds official relations to your
Lucas Lujan, who resides in Can
society is appointed to some func
de Manuelitas, applied this morn
yon
tion of your society. Thus she Is enat the court house for 2 as
abled to pose a Ban official and to ing
on a coyote killed by him re
bounty
disturb the work of your regular ornear his home.
cently
of
should
be
She
relieved
ganization.
all relations at the earliest possible
COTTON OIL GIVES DIVIDENDS
moment
New tyork, Nov. 9. Directors of
"As to the bequest, nothing comes
the
American Cotton oil company toin
of all her promises, 'frothing will,
dividend
Mrs. ' Jackshn, while day passed the
my judgment.
f
per cent on the
seeming to act for her, has set on the of two and
heirs to bring suit for the property. common stock. The regular
dividend of four per cent on the
You are tried and beaten.
stock was declared.
preferred
yours,
"Sincerely
ag-te-

Our Pride Flour

S, 1911.

Subscribe for The Optlo
Winners

Optic Classified Ads.
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